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Abstract', 

In this dissertation I' attempt to look at the,statistios 

curriculum in the VIthform or the secondary school, withparliaular' 

reference to the statistios content on the' various Advanced Level 

, Mathematios syllabuses. 

The introduction is conoerned with examining the various 

reasons' for the inclusion of statistics on many A level Mathematics 
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syllabuses in the mid 1960's., " Also I' put forward my view that statistics 

should be aimed at VIth fom mathematicians to give them a concept 

of applied mathematios.' The theme of my dissertation is to 

examine the various syllabuses to see if this was, their aim as well. 

I thought that it was neoessary to brie£ly review a selection 

of the reports' and ;apers that have 'been written on'stati~tios at A' 

level. " 

subject. 

I found that there has been very little written on this 

What has been written has mainly come' from professional 

statisticians and not from prac~ising schooi teachers. Perhaps the 

most authoritative papers have come from the Royal Statistical Society 

in 1952 and 1968. This body seemed to favour statistics developing 

as a single subject at A level b~t, accepted that many students would 

prefer to take'statistics as a half-subject. 

The third ohapter deals with what statistics there is on the 

various A level mathematios syllabuses and in what forms statistios is 

examined. For my fourth chapter I chose to examine how one particular , 

topio from statistics is taught. MY choice was probability since 
• 
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this is used in most areas of statistics. In looking at the different 

, approaches it was necessary to examine the probability seotions of 

several A' level teXt-bOoks on statistics. 

A theme that I tried to incorporate all the wfrf through the 

I' dissertation is to ask the question is what we teach at A:' level, 

statistics or mathematics?" In chapter five I attempt to examine 

this question in slightly greater depth. I came to the conolusion 

that muoh of what we teach is pure mathematics in disguise, for example 

setting purely mechanical problems in calculating means and variances. 

What we should be aiming at is a oourse in applied mathematios and not 

a oourse in mathematics under the guise of statistics. 

Chapter six: looks at the new trend towards inoluding some 

projeot or practical work as part of the statistios at A' level. I 

examined two particular syllabuses set by the J .M.B. ,and the University 

of London Board. 

The final chapter is basioally a brief summary ", and a 

oonolusion. I felt that much of the work whioh was inoluded in the 

statistios seotions was still too mathematical and not statistical 

enough, but the signs are' that things are starting to change. The 

inclusion of project work on some syllabuses is one such sign. Essen-

tially my recommendations 'lee that more courses in statistics, initial 

and in-service, should be provided for teachers. ' Also it,i,5:: time 

another report was'made on the statistics curriculum in the Vlth form, 

along with the setting up of an on-going projeot in statistics to offer 

guidance for teachers. 
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CHAPrER 1 

Introduotion 

Over the past few years our sooiety has been making 

ever increasing demands on numeraoy, numerioal profioienoy and also, 

statistioal understanding~ These demands have been refleoted in, 

our sohool mathematios curriculum at all levels. At A:.' level in 

mathematios this has meant an expansion of many of the syllabuses to 

inolude some work on statistics. There is more than one reason why 

statistios is now inoluded on many A level mathematios syllabuses 

and I shall now attempt to look at some of these reasons. 

5 

The "traditional" mathematios taught at seoondary level 

usually stops with oalculus of an eighteenth-oentury variety. But 

profound changes in the growth of mathematics had taken place in the 

nineteenth oentury and even by 1910 some of the more forward looking 

universities reflected these ohanges in their courses. Eventually, 

though it takes some time, these newer topics work their wB<f down into 

the secondary school. Some of these newer topics arose out of the 

attempts to understand Nature which led to a construction of what are 

now called mathematical models, Probability and statistics had started 

to develop out of such tl:l.ingS as statistical thermod;yns:mics and mathe- . 

matical genetics. So one reason that statistics has found its WB<f 

on to A"'c level mathematics syllabuses is that the nature of mathematics 

has changed and so the nature of the mathematics taught in schools has 

had to make corresponding changes so as to be representative of the 

subject as a whole. 

In Britain, appli~d mathematics normally means mechaniCS, 
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which is often claimed to be difficult and not a ver,r popular 

subject. With a shortage of good teachers of mechanics, there 

results an even greater shortage, as the next generation of pUpils 

avoids teaching the subject. As a consequence, statistics has 

come into the curriculum within the last decade or so, not so much 

as a rational choice for its own merits, but simply because teachers 

who are competent at pure mathematics tend to be more willing to 

teach statistics than mechanics. Because the tradition in statistics 

is so short, it is often treated in a less artificial w~ than mechanics. 

with more real and appealing applications. There is, however, 

considerable dispute among statisticians about what exactly' should be 

taught. 

The changing nature of some other subject3 has also created 

a demand: for statistics. to be included on A . level mathematics sylla-

buses. More and more subjects at school level,and later at University 

level, are having to make use of statistics. In physics, for instance, 

even an elementary account of radioactive pheAomenamust surely mention 

probabilistic aspects, and perhaps the student should be introduced to 

some properties of the Poisson process. Use of simulation and 

random numbers would also be of benefit to such students. Economics, 

geography and biology. are other obvious examples where statistics is 

of great use. The ironical thing is that, although some of the . 
demand to inolude statistics on A< level mathematics syllabuses has 

been generated by the needs of user subjects, the statistics required 

by such subjects is often negleoted on the mathematics syllabuses. 

For example, questionnaire design which is of great use in the social

scienoes is hardly ever' mentioned on the vast majority of A" level 
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mathematics syllabuses. 

Apart from being an "examination factory", school is also 

supposed to cater for the student's needs in terms of his education 

as an all round citizen. Ma.n3' students of A, level mathematics 

do not follow a path onto a tertiary course, but leave school and 

enter jobs in banking, insurance and managerial positions. Even 

more so than the average man on tpe street, such people are going to 
" 

have to De, a.Cquainted' with simple ideas of bias, random variation, 

errors of measurements and so on. So, since A· level examinations 

are no longer just a university entrance qualification but also a 

terminal examination, it is to be expected that the needs of the 

individual in society after school have also created a demand for 

statistics to be included on A' level mathematic,s papers. 

Until about a decade ago, there was little statistics 

on most of the A'" level mathematics syllabuses. Perhaps!> one of 

the main reasons for its inclusion in the mid 1960's was that,over 

the previous few years, 'many mathematics grad~ates who left, university 

and entered the teaching profession had studied some statistics on 

their undergraduate courses. Also, there were some graduates of 

statistics who became' teachers, usually of mathematics. ~ of 

these teachers created a pressure movement with the aim of including 

statistics on the A" level mathematics examinations. As with many 

subjects then, statistics first became popular at a university level 

and then worked its way down to the upper-end of secondary school 

level. 

It is argued by some that, because of a lack of statisticians 

about ten to fifteen years ago,the universities created some pressure 
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on the examination boards to include some statistics on the A' level 

syllabus. In other words, the work at A" level would act as ,0. prt-

paratory course for students who wanted to take a degree in statistics 

at university. It is claimed by Professor F. Downton (1968) that 

since statistics has been included on A'- level mathematics syllabuses) 

he has found the students were no better prepared and in some cases 

remedial work has had to be done. This was some time ago,and 

things could have changed by now with revision 'of syllabuses and teachers 

beCOming more experienced in statistical work. All the same, I 

would hope that no A" level in mathematics which included statistics 

would attempt to act as a'pre~university course for statisticians. The, 

students at this level are too varied in their needs and not mature 

enough for such a course. 

We now have the situation that statistics is included on 

most A, level mathematics syllabuses. Many statisticians are unhappy, 

though,with how statistics in Vlth form courses has developed. Fbr 

instance, Professor D.J. Finney (1977) claims, "Statistics in schools 

should be presented as, an aid to coherent thought about numerical 

matters in science and technology, and in the understanding of our society" 

In fact what has happened is that statistics courses tend to concentrate 

on the mechanics of calculating means, variances and correlation, 

ooeffioients for example. This is mainly due to the facts that it is 

much easier to examine a student's proficiency in manipulative techniques 

and also many teachers of mathematics have had little or no experience 

in statistios. So one thing that I shall be trying to look at is 

the question of whether we are teaching applied statistics or applied 

mathematics. 



There are differing views of the role that statistics 

should plS3" at AI' level. As I have said before, I do not feel' 

that statistics ought to be a'specialist subject in its own right 

at VIth fom level, ,the students at this age do not usually possess 

the required mathematical maturity, nor are there the required number 

of students who are sufficiently motivated. It is best to leave 
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such a course until university level where there are suitably qualified 

teachers. There are some who sS3" that the statistics taught at 

A level should be geared so as to cater for students of user subjects 

such as biology and geography. It would be difficult to justify 

setting a whole A ' level examination in statistics to cater for the 

needs of others, though. For instance, A"level mathematics is not 

set to cater for the needs of A, level physics students. The 

statistics required in user subjects can be taught when and where it 

is needed. I think,then, that statistics courses should be aimed at 

mathematicians in the Vlth fom to illustrate the usefUlness and 

applications of mathematics. We must remember,though, that statistics 

is a subject in its own right and not lose sight of this fact even 

though the statistics will fom part of a wider mathematics ,course. 

The questions on a statistics paper should not simply be pure-mathematics 

questions heavily disguised. There is a great overlap between 

mathematics and statistics and it is from this area that a worthwhile 

statistics section for mathematicians can be drawn. I will attempt 

to exsmine,then,this question of how the statistics fits in on the 

mathematics courses and what statistics is actually included on the 

various A'- level mathematics courses. This,along with the question 

of whether or not we are providing a satisfactory applied mathematics 

course in statistics for J.,': level mathematicians will be the underlying 

theme throughout the various chapters. 



CHAPTER 2 

A BRIEF LOOX: AT SOME OF THE PAST REPO!!TS ON 

STATISTICS AT A- LEVEL. 

Surprisingly, there have-been few authoritive papers whose 

brief has been concerned with the teaching of statistics in 

the VIth form, as related to the 'A' Level mathematics courses. 

In 1952 the Royal Statistical Society produced a paper 

_ entitled, "The Teaching of Statistics in Schools". Even then, 

only a small part of the paper is devoted to _ statistics in the 

VIth fO:r!lll. In the early part of the 1950's, statistics was 

a relatively new subject on the syllabuses of schools, end few 

schools actually taught it as a fo:r!llla1 subject. - Therefore, 

to some extent the report was An attempt to clarify the role 

and purpose of statistics son~~it could find its natural niche 

in the school curriculum, 

Much of the first half of the report is concerned with 

discussing the function of statistics, not as preparation for -

university, but in its wider educative value in preparing the 
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pupil for citizenship. The report recommends, for instance, 

that "the subject should be introduced into all secondary scnools 

as part of the general education". Apart from a brief mention 

which says that statistics is now very important for many 

professions and therefore, should be a sp~cialist subject in the 

upper part of the secondary school there is little else of 
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relevanoe as regards VIth form statistics. 

It is not until later on in the report that some silt 

paragraphs are devoted to statistics in the VIth form although 

the same silt paragraphs also caterf,', for statistics in vocational 

training. The report makes the point that statistics of a 

specialized kind is important, for many careers and special 

subjects. Therefore, the writers of the report felt that 

the teaching of statistics in the VIth form was a desirable 

development. It must be remembered that at the time, such 

a development had only taken place in a few schools. 

The report goes on to say that the mathematical 

specialist would derive a satisfaction in finding that statistical 

theory uses concepts and methods he has learnt in his general 

mathematics course: there is a close analogy between the 

moments used in frequency distributions (the mean and the variance) 

and those arising in mechanics, (the centre of gravity and the 

moment of inertia). FUrther examplefgiven are the theory 

of permutations and combinations as applied to probability theory 

* andAthe co-ordinate geometry of the straight line is necessary 

for expressing the properties of the regression line in correlation, 

analysis. It was considered, in the report, that mathematical 

statistics was relatively new and rapid devolopments were taking 

place. Hence the budding mathematician, the report claimed, 

"can be inspired by the realisation that there are new and 

exciting possibilities for research." 

It is easy to see that ideas have changed since this 

Most articles that you read nowadays 



seem to mainly conform to the idea that mathematics is the study 

of abstract relationships whereas statistics tends to be concerned 

with the analysis of data, in other words statistics is not 

mathematics. Some of the above mentioned topics are now 

criticised for their inclusion on some sy]bbuses since they are 

pieces of pure mathematics contrived and "dressed up" to appear 

as statistics. To a certain extent, though, I must defend 

the report since it categorises the above topics as mathematical 

statistics and not just statistics, and therefore relevant to a 

mathematics course. 

Although it does not say so explicitly the report seems 

to imply that statistics as a subject in the VIth form ought to 

have developed in different ways. That is, mathematical 

statistics or the mathematics used as a tool In statistics should 

have formed part of the mathematics course. On the other hand, 

certain statistical ideas and methods are essential to ~uant~t~trv& 

biology andAt&required to describe biological variation and to 

deal with the planning of, and the drawing of conclusion from 1 

biological experiments. Other branches of science and 

technology have similar requirements. Also, pupils who are 

going to be social scientists or business men,for instance1will 

require the ability to read and perhaps construct statistical 
lIE' • 

tables and diagram~Ato find their way around official, economic 

and social statistical data, and to draw sound conclusions as to 

causes and effects in their field of study. These aspects 

of statistics, the report seems to say, should develop out of 

the context of the subjects in which they arise plus some back up 

12 
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from non-mathematically biased, statistics courses. 

Of course, in most Vlth form courses, this just has 

not happened, the statistics taught is very much part of the 

mathematics course and the mathematics syllabus. at 'A, level. 

Statistics in general has not developed out of the context of 

user sUbjects. Subjects such as geography and biology 
"'5 

use statistical teChniques often only" a last resort and the 

statistics tends to be confined to calculation of such things 

as correlation coefficients and values of These 

techniques require the students who are not also following a 

mathematics course to blindly follow a meaningless set of 

mathematical procedures, there is little emphasis on the student 

to ,do a great deal of interpretation of the various numerical 

measures once he has calculated them. The emphasis is still 

mathematical even 'when the statistics does not form part of the 

mathematics course~ 

The report also has a section on statistics in school 

examinations and it was felt by the report that some statistics 

should appear formally in the syllabuseS' in' A level mathematics. 

Also,the writers of the report thought some questions with a 

statistical bias in subje~ts that use statistics, such as biology 

'and economics, would encourage attention to the statistical 

aspeots of these subjects in teachirl.!:~' The prior recommendation', 

has been fUlfilled but the second has only been partially aChieved. 

Perhaps this is because of teacher reluctance to make themselves 



familiar with a subject which many of them regard as a branch 

of mathematics. Many biology teachefs for instance chose to 

study biology because it meant that they could study a science 

without having to achieve the mathematical proficiency required 

to study physiclJ, say. o~ course, this is not true nowadays 

since even biology has become most reliant on mathematical and 

statistical methods. The second recommendation should 

gradually become reality- as more recent biology and economics 

graduates who have to be reasonably proficient in mathematics 

work their way through to senior teaching posts. 

At the time the report was written it was considered 

by the authors that statistics should be introduced to a modest 

extent rather than to a specialised degree in separate papers. 

The reason given for this was that many teachers of mathematics 

are not experienced in statistics and therefore would probably 

hesitate to prepare pupils for specialist papers in statistics. 

Today, we do have specialist papers at ' A level and they form, 

in general, part of the mathematics syllabus. Many teachers 

of mathematics still have little experience of statistics and 

this could account for the heavy mathematical emphasis of 

statistics examinations at ':A:' level. 

The only other recommendation that the report made 

concerning the VIth form statistics examinations was that since 

it was accepted practice to offer two or three alternative 

syllabuses for examination inA . level mathematics then one 



of these alternative syllabuses should include statistics. 

This was to provide for pupils who are primarily interested 

in biology, economics, geography and so on. I am not sure 
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that many such students would wish to take a paper which basically 

would be an . A··' level in mathematics. Apart from the fact 

that such students would probably prefer to study other relevant 

supporting:A level subjects and therefore would not have time 

to take statistics as an Aj level subject. Al~ if statistics 

was simply an alternative syllabus for an '·A· level in mathematics 

then I would suppose that such an examination would have a bias 

towards mathematics which would probably be well beyond the 

capabilities of many of the students in question. 

As a whole, the report does not have a great deal 

to say about statistics at ,,'A. level and what it does say hardly 

offers'. much constructive advice concerning the actual structure 

of statistics courses in the Vlth form. Sixteen years later, 

The Royal Statistical Society produced a second report, entitled 

The Interim Report of the R.S.S. Committee on the Teaching of 

Statistics in Schools (1968). 

The second report, after briefly summarizing the 

recommendations of the first report, starts by saying that the 

conclusion reached by the previous committee that statistics 

should not be taught as a subject in its own right was no longer 

valid under the present conditions. This was because this 

Committee felt that the subject had not made enough progress in 
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this way and therefore would be given more positive encouragement 

if the subject were introduced in a suitable way in its own right. 

It was felt that it was now practicable since mathematics 

undergraduates were spending an increasing amount of their time 

on statistics, hence more teachers of mathematics would have the 

necessary experience. 

The report stafes that the most feasible stage, at that 

time, to introduce statistics is at 'A' level. At the time 

the report was written the sixth-form mathematics curriculum 

was undergOing quite a bit of change and one of these changes 

waS the introduction of statistics onto the 'A; level syllabus 

in mathematics. The Committee approve of this change on 

the grounds that many students of mathematics would welcome a 

subject which demonstrates the application of mathematical methods 

in varied fields. 

It seems a little strange in some ways, that earlier 

the report said that statistics ought to develop as a subject 

in its own right but here the report is giving its approval to 

statistics developing as part of the applied section of the 

A(; level mathematics examination. Perhaps, though, the Committee 

were endorsing both developments with a hope that emphasiS between 

the two developments would be different. 

It was considered also, by the COmmittee, that the 

introduction of statistics to the VIth form syllabus wither in 



the form of a whole subjeot or as half of a joint 'A· level 

oourse in Pure Mathematics and Statistics would go some way in 

meeting the needs of the Vlth formers stu~ing such subjeots 

as biology and-social sciences. Students in these sciences 

now need more sophisticated techniques than are contained in an 

O-Level mathematics syllabus. From my own eXperience 

of VIth form teaching this just ~ not been the case. Most 

.~ :.: syllabuses in the social sciences include the bare mini:JJmlm 

of quant;~;''';''e methods despite the nature of the subjects today. 

Also, the statistics on mathematics papers rarely draws its 

examples from the subjects mentioned. Not only that, in 
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general,teachers of mathematics rarely discuss with their counter

parts in user subjects the intertace between their subjects. 

Hopefully, though, in the future,as -A' level syllabuses in the 

social sciences reflect more truthfully the nature of their 

subjects,then,some discussion will have to take place. 

The report goes on to suggest an approach to an 

elementary statistics course. The authors of the report 

put forward the idea that a statistics syllabus should be designed 

both for mathematicians and for students who wish to read experimental 

and social sciences. They say that this could be achieved by 

having a flexible syllabus in which more topics are listed than 

would be needed to pass the examination. I am not sure that 

this would work in practice, the choice of what topics would be 

taught would probably be decided by the likes and experience of 

the teacher rather than the needs of the pupils. The topics 
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with less mathematical emphasis would tend to be neglected since 

the job of teaching this syllabus would be taught in the majority 

of cases by mathematics graduates. Even today' there are few 

graduates, of statistics in secondary school teaching. Alternatively, 

some teachers for the sake of examination success might attempt to 

teach every topic. This would lead to a terse and superficW 

treatment of each topic without the student achieving any real 

understanding of any one of them. 

The Committee recommended that the mathematical 

level of such a course w<ould be such that some of the topics can 

be taken by students having O-Level mathematics and others depend 

on some supporting mathematics being taught in the course. This, 

the report claims, there are two reasons for. One is that although 

many students may- take both statistics and mathematics, it would 

make the teaching of the statistics course very difficult if it 

depended on progress in mathematics. Actually this difficulty 

does arise in ~'A' level mathematics today' where statistics forms, 

a section of the total syllabuS •• For example, when I teach 

continuous probability distributions I have to wait until colleagues 

have taught certain aspects of integration in pure mathematics. 

All the same, it is" possible to plan for this. The second reason 

is that statistics may- be taken by students who do not take 

:'A'" level mathematics, and these students will have to be taught 

the necessary mathematics, ~ather in the way' some students approach 
if 

an <'A:' level course in physics. The report claims that"these 

mathematical techniques are taught as the need arises, they can be 



presented as useful tools for particular statistical problems. 

It is my experience, that there are few students of "A· level 

physics who do not also take an ,'A~ level in mathematics. Lack 

of starf and t:iJne makes it :iJnpossible in many schools to give 
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back-up 'lessons in mathematics to such students. I therefore think 

that such a system would not work in practice. 

Hoc 
On~examination for the course, the report recommends 

that the setting of examinatiansshould be referred to experienced 

statisticians. Also, they felt that students should be 

invcllved in their own exper:iJnental work. A notebook should 

be kept of such work and submitted for scrutiny by the examiners. 

I am not sure where the Committee expected to find enough 

statisticians with experience of teaching "A ,: level to be examiners, 

though. 

The report goes on to list some books and teaching 

aids which would be of some use in such a course before giving 

a course outline. It was envisaged that the course would 

be in two parts, the part 1 syllabus would count as a half. 

subje'ct"A' level and would form a basis for the part :c: options. 

Parts 1 and Il would form a single 'A : level in statistics. With 

the exception of Design and Analysis of Exper:iJnents the topics 

suggested to form the basis of the course are much the same as 

found on most statistics sections of :·A' level mathematics courses 

today. 

The remainder of the report consists of three appendices, 

the first is merely a copy of the various syllabuses of the 

statistics section of the different 'A: level boards. The second 
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appendix gives an outline of some experiments for teaching and 

the final appendix is the suggested syllabus for the report's 

own course. 

The' second report is far more a sincere and constructive 

attempt, to suggest, a statistics course in the Vlth form than the 

first. In some ways, their report came a little late 

because most 'A' level boards had by then constructed their own 

syllabuses and these were and are very much part of the,'A< level 
" 

mathematics syllabus. To some extent some of the recommendations 

give me the feeling that most of the members of the Committee 

have had little or no experience of teaching at secondary school 

level, with little realisation of the problems at that level. 

With the exception of these two reports there has been 

little else published. The Mathematical Association did 

publish "An Approach to '-A '-Level Probability and Statistics" 

in 1975. This was not an attempt to suggest a course in statistics 

for the Vlth formers, though, but a paper on how to actually teach 

various statistical topics already on existing A-level 'courses 

in mathematics. Perhaps .. it is time that a committee consisting 

of professional statisticians and practiSing teachers of , mathematics 

produced a more balanced and realistic paper. 
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CHAPrER 3 

Statistics in A· Level G.C.E. Syllabuses 

This chapter attempts to examine the statistical content of 

the A· level G.C.E. syllabuses offered by the examination boards. 

After diSCUSSing the different forma which statistics appears on 

the various syllabuses and a detailed critique of the statistical 

content, I shall concludewith a more critical. appraisal of two 

particular syllabuses. 
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There are three forma in which statistics appears on various 

A level mathematics syllabuses: We have the single subject A: level 

mathematics examinations in which the statistics content forma part 

of the applied mathematics section of the paper. For example, the 

mathematics paper syllabus A50 set by the Oxford Local Examination 

board is such an examination. Paper I is set only on the Pure Math-

ematics section of the syllabus and paper It is set on the Applied 

mathematics section of the syllabus. Equal wQ1ght1ng is given to 

mechanics and statistics on paper It. Eleven questions are set on 

mechanics and eleven questions are set on statistics. The candidates 

are required to attempt answers to eight of the questions and there 

is no restrictio~"from which sections the candidate selects the questions 

to answer. He may, if he wishes, select all eight questions from 

the mechanics section or he may select all eight questions from the 

statistics section. On the other hand, the candidate may answer 

some questiOns from each section. So, it is possible for candidates 

sitting this examination to get away with not having to do any statistics 

at all. This fact illustrates that there are still many studants 

of A' level mathematics who leave school with little of no knowledge 

of statistics. Of course, it has always been possible for students 



to opt to do only Pure mathematics and so avoid doing any mechanics, 

but if VIth formers opt to do a single subjeot in mathematics then 

. they ought, in my opinion, to be required to study all those aspects 

of applied mathematics which happen to be fashionable in school 

mathematics at the time. 

Q;uite a popular option now is an A' level in Pure 

mathematics with Statistics as set by the University of London Board~ 

for example. This particular paper was first examined in June 

1977 so it is a fairly recent innovation. The syllabus for Paper I 

has much in common with that of the A' level Pure Mathematics Paper I 

set by the Board. However, there. are some questions from the 

statistics seotion of the syllabus included in Paper I. His 
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olaimed by the board that sufficient Pure Mathematics topics have been 

maintained to justifY the title of the subject. Having examined the 

specimen paper of this examination though, the bias seems to be towards 

the statistics. Paper II contains ten questions on statistics of 

which the candidate must attempt to answer seven. It is expected 

that, during their course of study, the candidates will carry out three 

projects in statistics. The students are required to take the 

projects into the examination with them and refer to them if they so 

wish. No marks are awarded for doing the projects but the 

examination questions are geared so as the students need to use the:" 

experience that they have gained in doing their projects. 

The other form in which statistics is examined at Ay' level 

is in the form of a single subject in statistics. One such board 



who set this fom of examination is the Associated Examining Board. 

Ten papers are set by the Board in mathematics, and papers 9 and 10 

fom the statistics examination. It is possible with this Board 

to also take paper 9 with paper 1, which is a pure mathematics paper, 

and hence sit an examination in Pure mathematics and Statistics. 

Both papers in statistics are three hours in duration and 

require the candidate to attempt six questions out of a possible ten. 

As might be expected from a single subject examination in statistics 

some of the content examined goes fUrther than the content examined 

in single subject mathematios. For instance, this is the only 

examination at A level which requires the use of probability paper 

and sets questions on analysis of '. variance. With this 

examination a prescribed amount of background mathematics is laid 
Ht .. 

down which is considered necessary to cope with some ofAstatistical 
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techniques. I would imagine that it would be possible to teach the 

pure mathematics as and when it is required. Such topics as 

hyperbolic functions and deteminants are required and it would seem 

to me that someone with a certain amount of mathematical ability would 

be best suited for this particular syllabus in statistics •. 

Considering that this was a single subject examination 

in statistics and therefore is likely to attract non-mathematics 

specialists, the questions, in many cases, seemed highly manipulative 

in the mathematical sense. This is 'perhaps more understandable of 

questions on statistics sections of single subject mathematics 

examinations which is being set for more mathematically orientated 

students. One would expect, at least I would, to find more questions 

of an applied statistics nature as opposed to an applied mathematics 
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emphasis on a paper of this kind. The emphasis should be as 

much on the interpretive nature of statistics as on the manipulative 

aspects of the mathematics which is used as a tool in statistics. 

I am not trying to sa:y-, one wa:y- or the other, that this is a good 

or bad paper but I do question whether this truly could be called an 

examination in statistics. Perhaps a better title would be 

statistical mathematics. 

I considered 18 different syllabuses and the statistical 

content of these syllabuses was analysed according to a list of 61 

categories. It would have been possible to use a more detailed list 

but as syllabuses are often not very specific I decided that a 

comprehensive,fairly general list would convey a more accurate picture. 
, ) 

It was occasionally difficult to classify phrases in a syllabus and 

som~times a syllabus is a bit Vaglle. Moreover a syllabps only 

provides,a basic framework, teachers are free to develop the subject 

in their own wa:y-. 

The analysis is presented in tables 1 and 2. Probability 

is mentioned In every syllabus, in fact this is the only topic which 

is mentioned in every syllabus, which is not too surprising since it 

is pretty basic to most mathematical statistics' courses. Also it is 

fairly straightforward to set and mark questions in probability. Very 

little emphasis seems to be placed on the more descriptive side of the 

statistics content, but it could be that the different syllabuses 

assumed that this would be covered an;rwa:y, without the:ae topice being 

eXplicitly stated. The Oxford Local Examination Board, for example, 

in their syllabus sa:y- that a knowledge of such topics is expected but 



no actual question will be set specifically on them. I get the 

impression from looking at the syllabuses and past papers of 

different boards that this is a fairly typical attitude of those 

people who write the syllabuses. 

It is perhaps a little surpris~,though, that there is 

such a low coverage of such topics as questionnaire desi!n, time 
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series, index numbers and control charts since all of. these examinations 

are supposed to be in statistics. This seems to reflect an aversion 

to topics with a lower mathematical content that all the papers have. 

I am not sure whether this :I:s due to an unwillingness on the part of 

mathematics teachers to teach them or it could be that these topiCS 

are not considered mathematical enough for students specialising in 

mathematics. It is likely to be both reasons. Incidently, it is 

important to note that, in practiCe, the mathematical and non

mathematical aspects cannot be separated, e.g. in order to calculate 

confidence limits for some quantity, we must first have collected some 

data and this may well involve questionnaire/survey design. So, 

might it not be such a bad idea if the boards were to include such 

topiCS on their syllabuses? 

Most syllabuses include some form of significance testing 

of one type or another. I was somewhat surprised not to find many 
. . ~ 

boards who included the ~ distribution (3 out of 18) and the " 

distribution (5 out of 18). I am surprised because fairly 

mathematically manipulative questions can be set on these topics 

which makes them easy to mark and set. Also these topics are 

greatly used in such subjects as Biology and Geography and an increasing 



number of people now study these subjects at A- level as well as 

A,_ level mathematics. 

There are one or two special topics, for example, Markov 

chains and generat1n« functions which appear on only a few of the 
) 

syllabuses. These tend to be confined to FUrther Mathematics 

type syllabuses and are really only suitable for the mathematics 
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specialists since these topics demand a more sophisticated mathematical 

approach than normal. Even more so than the A \., level mathematics 

papers, the Further and Higher Mathematics A': level papers include 

topics which are basically testing the manipulative ability of 

candidates in topics which are essentially mathematics but have applicat iOl 

in certain statistical topics. There is little statistical content 

in tems of an interpretive emphasis. 

In general I feel that the statistical content of most of 

the mathematics syllabuses is somewhat narrow. There is a marked 

emphasis on the numerical manipulative side, which is easier to examine, 

there is not a balance with the qualitative aspects of statistics. 

Though the latter is harder to teach and examine, it is argued by some it is 

the more important side as, without it, one is faced with the charge 

that statistics is simply the manipulation' of data and, as such
l 
irrelevant 

to most pe,ople. 

I have chosen two particular syllabuses to take a slightly 

closer look at I the A50 syllabus set by Oxford Local Examinations 

and the Statistics syllabus set by the Joint Matriculation Board. I 

hope to achieve this by considering a question from each of their papers 

both on regression. 
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This first question was set by Oxford in 1977 and was 

question 21 on paper III 

The state of Tempora demands that eve~ household in the 

count~ shall have a reliable clock; inspectors are being introduced 

throughout the count~ to implement the policy. The Chief 

Inspector has the following data on the population size of towns, 

where Inspection Units have been set up, and the number of man-hours 

spent on inspection. 

Population (thousands) 3 4 5 9 13 15 18 20 21 

M ... ,,· ko ... r.s s pen t- 0\'\ 8 11 13 18 24 26 31 3Z 34 
J"spec./,io" 

(i) Calculate the regression line for predicting the number 

of man-hours from the population size (note that the mean value of 

each variate is a whole number). 
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(H) Predict the man-power required (in man-hours) for a new 

Inspection Unit to be installed in a town with.a population of 17,000. 

The seoond question was set by the J .M.B. in a speoiman 

paper in 1976. (This particular examination will be first sat in 1978). 

A textile firm manufaotures a particular fabrio in a variety 

of different qualities at oorresponding different prices. In 1970 

various amounts of the different qualities were sold; the amounts, 

7 (in thousands. of metres), and the prioes, x (in pen~e per metre), 

are shown below. 

Price (x) 

Amount sold (Y) 

37 55 25 20 47 62 24 52 

75 62 71 61 70 59 65 69 
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(i) Est:iJnate the equation of the regression line of y or x,, 

(ii) Draw a scatter diagram of the data and draw the regression 

line on this diagram. Comment on the appropriateness of the 

linear model in this case. 

Both questions are fairly typical of the papers that they' 

are taken from and neither are particularly difficult at this level. 

What strikes me most about the first question is that the context from 

which it is taken is unreal and contrived. 

to the nature of statistics. 

Somewhat of a contradiction 

The numbers in the first question are even contrived to 

have their appropriate means working out conveniently as whole numbers, 

"hus making the calculation of the standard deviations and the co

variance a much easier task than usual. Though the point must be made 

that calculators are not allowed in Oxford's examination whereas they 

are in J.M.B's'examination. 

The bias in the first question is definitely mathematical, 

first calculating the regression line and then by substition into this 

finding another quantity. It is easy to see that this is where the 

bias lies, even the numbers have been rigged to give a convenient 

numerical answer. Once these numerical quantities have been cal-

culated there is no requirement 'on the candidate to make any qualitative 

or interpretive judgements. 

On the other hand, the seconlquestion looks as if it might 

be using realistic data and does ask the candidate to go another stage 

further and actually draw a scatter-diagram of the data. This is so "'''.t' 
the candidate can make a judgement of whether or not he thinks that the 



appropriate model has been used in this case, a statistical decision 

rather than a mathematical one. 
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I deliberately chose two questions o~ the same topic so fha; 
such a comparison could be made. Of course, it is impossible to make 

any valid conclusion on the basis of just two isolated questions but 

this comparison does go somewa;}'" to indicate the difference in emphasis 

between the two syllabuses. In some wa;ys it is perhaps an unfair 

comparison because one question is taken from a statistics examination 

and the other from a single-subject mathematics paper. I justify ~ 

comparison on the grounds that, rightly or wrongly, statistics comes 

under the general regulations for mathematics examinations on all 

boards and also a comparison is made easier if the questions are at 

opposite ends of the spectrum. 

I am not attempting to make any judgement at this stage which 

type of question is the best. What I have tried to show is that the 

main'differences between syllabuses are really differences in emphasis 

between the manipulative aspects of statistical mathematics and the 

interpretive aspects of statistics. 

of which emphasis their syllabus has. 

Teachers ought to be aware 

From looking at past papers 

it seems that most syllabusestend to emphasise the quantitc.~i"tand 

manipulative aspects of the subject,though. It is difficult also 

to sa;}'" which is the best form of how to include statistics on the 

A ' level curriculum:;" A mathematical approach to statistics on 

, single subject mathematics examination excludes non-mathematical 

students from taking statistics courses, but an applied statistics approac: 

may be difficult or uninteresting for mathematicians to teach and 1IJJ33 

not appeal to mathematically inclined students who are not yet motivated 



to use their mathematics in the solutions of real problems. Perhaps 

in future the boards should attempt to examine the possibility of 

setting up two different courses to suit the different needs of 
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stUdents. I would hope that the mathematical aspects of statistics 

would remain as part of the applied mathematics papers but new courses 

could be devised to cope with the applied statistics. The greatest 

problem is, who is going to teach such a course though? 



AnalySis of Syllabuses (Table la) 

Al A2 A3 C OC 01 02 W 11 12 L3 14 L5 16 Jl J2 J3 J4 

Statistioal enquiries 1 1 1 

Colleotion of data 1 1 1 

Census methods 1 1 

Classification of data 1 1 

Sampling method. 1 1 1 1 

Tabulation 1 1 

QJ.lestionnaires 1 1 . 1 

Bias in sampling 1 1 

Diagrammatic presentation of data 1 1 1 1 

Frequenc,y distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Histograms and frequency 
polygons 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Descriptive properties of 
distributions 1 1 1 

Cwmllative frequenc,y distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 



(Table Ib) 

Al A2 A3 C OC 01 02 W 11 12 L3 L4 L5 U; Jl J2 J3 J4 
Estimation of medians eto. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Calculation of measures of 
average 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Calculation of measures of 
dispersion 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Probability theor,v 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Permutation and Combinations 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Addition law for mutually 
exolusive events 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Generalised addition law 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Conditional probability 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Independenoe 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

B~es' Theorem 1 1 

Markov Chains 1 1 

Disorete probability 
distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

mean and varianoe of above 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 



(Table 10) 

Ai A2 A3 c 00 01 02 W 11 12 L3 14 L5 16 J1 J2 J3 J4 

Binomial distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Poisson distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Poisson N Binomial 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Continuous distributions 
(probability density functions) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Cumulative distribution function 1 1 1 1 

Mean and variance of 
continuous distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Expectation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

The uniform distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

The Normal distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Moment generating functions 1 

Probability generating funotions 1 1 1 

Normal N Binomial 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 



(Table Id) 

Al A2 A3 C OC 01 02 W Ll 12 L3 14 L5 16 Jl J2 J3 J4 

Normal N Poiason 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Probability paper 1 1 1 

Sampling distribution 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

The oentral limit theorem 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Estimation of parameter using 
a statistio 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Confidenoe Limits 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 

Two tailed signifioanoe tests 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

one tailed signifioanoe tests 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

The t test 1 1 1 
~ 

The X test 1 1 1 1 1 

The F test to show 2 samples 
from same pop!!). 1 

Wilooxon Signed Rank test 1 1 

Mann Whitney U test 1 



(Table le) 

AI A2 A3 C OC 01 02 W 11 L2 L3 I4 L5 16 J1 J2 J3 J4 

Regression (linear) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Confidence intervals for 
regression quantities 1 

Rank correlation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Product moment correlation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-/ 

Tanh r test for equality 
of correlation coefficients 1 1 

Random numbers and sinnl1ations 1 1 1 1 1 

Time series etc. 1 1 1 1 

Index numbers 1 1 1 1 

Control charts 1 

Analysis of variance 1 
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Key to Examination Syllabus in Table. 

Al Associated Examining Board Alternative Mathematics Paper 

A2 Associated Examining Board Mathematics paper 9 

A3 Associated Examing Board Mathematics paper 10 

C Cambridge Local Examinations - Mathematics 

QC Oxford and Cambridge Mathematics 

01 Oxford Local Examinations Mathematics 

02 Oxford Local Examinations FUrther Mathematics 

Ll University of London Mathematics (C381) 

L2 University of London FUrther Mathematics (C382) 

L3 University of London Mathematics (D391) 

I4 University of London FUrther Mathematics (D392) 

L5 University of London Higher Mathematics (410) 

16 University of London PUre Mathematics with 
Statistics (420) 

Jl Joint Matriculation Board Mathematics (syllabus 8) 

J2 Joint Matriculation Board FUrther Mathematics (syllabus B) 

J3 Joint Matriculation Board PUre Mathematics with 
Statistics 

J4 Joint Matriculation Board Statistics 



(Table 2 a) 

Frequenoy of Topios in Syllabuses. 

Topio 

Statistioal enquiries 

Colleotion of data 

Census methods 

Classifioation of data 

Sampling methods 

Tabulation 

Questionnaires 

Bias in sampling 

Diagrammatio presentation of data 

Frequenoy distributions 

Histograms and frequency polygons 

Desoriptive properties of distributions 

Cumulative frequenoy distributions 

Estimation of medians eto. 

Calculation of measures of average 

Calculation of measures of dispersion 

Probability theory 

. Permutations and oombinations 

Addition law for mutually exolusive 
events 

Generalised addition law 

Conditional probability 

Independenoe 

Baye/s' theorem 

Markov ohains 

Number of syllabuses 
(out of 18) 

f--3 

f--3 

:-',.2 

-'.2 

4 

-,;·2 

-3 

-.2 

4 

9 

8 

1--3 

7 

12 

15 

15 

18 

7 

18 

13 

15 

16 

-.-2 

-·2 
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(table 2 b) 

Topic 

Discrete probability distributions 

Mean and variance{of above) 

Binomial distribution 

Poisson distribution 

Pciisson IV Binomial 

Continuous distributions 

Cumulative distributions £Unctions 

Mean and variance of continuous 
distributions 

Expectation 

The uniform distribution 

The Normal distribution 

Moment generathlg .... £Unctions 

Probability generating £Unctions 

Normal I'V Binomial 

Normal I'V Poisson 

Probability paper 

Sampling distributions 

The central limit theorem 

Estimation of parameter using a 
statistio 

Confidence limits 

Two tailed significance tests 

One tailed significance tests 

The t test 

The X&. test 

The F test to show 2 samples from 
same pop. 

Number of syllabuses 
(out of 18) 

l5 

15 

17 

15 

7 

15 

f-4 

15 

12 

9 

15 

-1 

-3 

9 

1 

-3 

12 

9 

10 

l4 

9 

1 

;--3 

5 

-1 
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(table 2 c) 

Topic 

Wilooxon Signed Rank test 

Mann - Whitney U test 

Regression (linear) 

Confidenoe intervals for regression 
quantities 

Rank oorrelation 

Produot moment oorrelation .. , 
Tanh r test for oorrelation 

equality 

Random numbers and simulation 

Time series eto. 

Index numbers 

Control oharts 

Ana.lysis of varianoe 

Number of syllabuses 
(out of 18) 

-2 

1-----12 

1--5 

'-1 

f-l 
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CHAPI'ER 4: 
. 

SOME APPROACHES TO TEACHING PROBABILITY AT, A LEVEL. 

Probability appears on all of the statistics sections 

of the ·A level Mathematics syllabuses and is an essential 
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ingredient of all statistics courses at this level. Some pedantio 

statisticians argue that probability is itself a branch of 

pure mathematics and not statistios, henoe some textbooks olaim 

to be a course in probability and statistics, indicating that 

there is a distinction between the two. However, in 'I1I3' 

opinion,. probability is a vital part of statistics in the 

same was as arithmetic is vital to mathematics. 

Accepting then, that probability is an important part of • • 

,the statistics course it is the job of every teacher who is 

responsible for teaching statistics at.! level to examine the 

different approaches to, and methods:of, teaching probability. 

I. "Egual~y Likely" Approach. 

Using the equally likely theory, a numerical probability 

is obtained using the following sort of argument. Suppose we 

want to find the probability of obtaining a head when a coin is 

spun. We would assume that the coin was fair, that is, either , 
face is j.ust as likely to land uppermost by symmetry. Then there 

is a one in two chance of obtaining a head when a coin is spun. 

This means that the probability of obtaining a head is i. 

Historically, the study of probability had its birth 

in gambling. 
.", 

In the seventeenth century thel!'rench gambf!r.:the 

Chevalier de Mere,set a wager that within a sequence of 24 tosses 

. of a pair of dice, he would roll at least one 12. He 

learnt trom bitter experience that he could f:only afford to 

make such a bet with the odds in his favour, at even money he 
o 

was a loser. What de MEire wanted to know was, what odds 



should he offer? 

A letter to a friend, Blaise Pascal,initiated the 

stu~ of probabilty as a serious mathematical stu~. The 

"equally likely approach", then, has its origins in the science 

of gambling. 

Below are a few definitions of probability, from a 

selection of .. A level texts which use this approach. 

(1) "Suppo'se an event E can happen in h ways out of a total 

of n possible equally likely ways. Then the probability of 

occurrence of the event (called its success) is denoted by 

, , P ~ Pr(E) ='h/n" Theory + Problems of statistics: MuxraJ' R. , 
Spiegel p.99 

(II) "If a random process can result in n equally likely and 

initially eXClusive outcomes and if a of thesloutcomes have 

an attribute A then the probability of A is the ratio a/n and we 

write 
P(A) • a/n" 

Statistics: A Second Course (2nd ed'n) - R. LovedaJ' p.31. 

(m) "If an event can happen in a waJ's out of n e'lually 

possible occurrences,- then the probability of the event happening 

is a/ntt Advanced General Statistics - B.C.Erricker p. 92 

(IV) .' "If E is the set of outcomes of an experiment, all of 

which are assumed to be equally likely, and an event A satisfied 

by a subset A of them, then P(A) ~ n (A)/n(E). " 

Statistics and Probability - S.E. Hodge + M.L. Seed p.10. 

(V) "If for a certain trial, there is a finite set E of 

possibilities, all equally likely on grounds of symmetry and 

if a subset A of these possibilities is associated with an event A, 

then the probability of the event A is n(A)!n (E) " 

Advanced Mathematics Book 2 page 553. 

S.M.P. 
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These definitions are' typical of the books which use the 

"equally likely" approach, and re811ly all say the same thing. 

Some of the more modern textbooks tend to use set lsnguage 

which only adds to the difficulties of those students who have 

not followed a Modern Mathematics course. Unlike the other 

definitions though, the S.M.P. definition attempts to elaborate 

on the meaning of "equally likely" events by using the idea of 

symmetry. The other books, by the use of examples, imply that 

symmetry is the criteria for determining the number of "equally 

likely events", but it is not actually stated. 

As has already been mentioned, most of the early work 

on probability was tied up with gambling of one form or another, 

e.g. throwing dice, card games or roulette. Gamblers wanted 

some sort of idea what their chance or liklihood was of obtainmg 

a particular result. 

This background led to the above definitiom 0'1: probability, 

and . j'," 
. " : .. . •.. books which use this type of definition, 

use the following sort of argument in determining numerical 

probabilities. 

Loveday, in his book, introduces the idea of probability 

by diSCUSSing the outcomes when an ordinary die is cast. Each 

of the numbers one, two, three, four, five, six has an equal 

chance of falling uppermost. He then makes the claim that 

because the six outcomes of trial are exhaustive and mutually 

exclusive, there is, therefore,I chknce out of 6 of obtaining 

any particular number. Hence we say that "the probability or 

throwing a six • 1/6" The author then uses further 

illustrations to demonstrate the idea of probability: An ordinary 

pack of 52 playing cards contains 4 aces and hence, if a card is 

selected at random from a well-shuffled pack, there are 4 chances, 

out of 52 of it being an ace. Thus "the probability of selecting 
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an ace· 4/52 • 1/13". Also Loveda;y discusses the 

probability of obtain~ a head when a coin is tossed. The coin 

may fall either as a head or a tail and thus, "the probability 

of a head = i". 
In all of this discussion, Lovedsy implies that he 

is using the physical symmetries of the various outcomes but 

does not actually convey this message to the student. He also 

states that the different outcomes are equally likely, but fails 

to mention that this is anossumption that we need to make so as 

to make the calculation of numerical probabiliti.s possible. 

In'fact it is unlikely that there is absolute physical symmetry 
CI'o. 

and there could be a slight bias forhcoin to turn up heads, for 

example. The bias is slight but the reader should be made aware 

of it all the same. 

However it is quite reasonable to assume that 

the equally likely approach is quite suitable in coin toss~ 

situations. The point which should definitely be made in class 

is that real applicationrof probability, the outcomes are not 

remotely equally likely. . This point is hardly ever mentioned 

in text books and this is bad since many pupils, even of 

.' A level standard, could leave school under the impression 

that determining probabilities in real life situations is as 

easy as determining probabilities in games of chance where 

the events are usually equally likely. 

Although . bl\sically the same philosophy in approach, 

some books, such as S.Y.P. Advanced Mathematics Book 2, elaborate 

the ideas by resorting to set language, to be more precise they 

use)what is known as the possibility space. 
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It is sometimes argued that the use o£ set notation is 

not necessary in any discussion o£ probability and in 

£act those students who have £ollowed a traditional mathematics 

course need to master two new concepts instead o£ one. 

i.e. probability and the ,idea o£ set. Also valuable 

lesson time is taken up introducing the idea o£ set. I would 
... 

counter this by saying that although the idea o£l\set is not 

required £or teaching probability, set language is a convenient 
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and neat way o£ listing all the possible outcomes in a particular 

experiment. Later on in the course, by using Venn diagrams, 

the multiplication and addition laws o£ probability can be 

adequatelY justi£ied to mathematically oriented students. Not 

a lot o£ set theory is required and this can be easily introduced 

as a matter o£ course, and does not really take up any gt'eat amount 

o£ lesson time. I would there£ore support the use o£ set-theory 

in any course in probability that was part o£ a mathematics course. 

Also some A Level mathematics syllabuses now include Bayesian 

probability in which the use o£ sets is vital. 

As with Loveda3's book, the initial examplesin S.M.P. 

are con£ined to games o£ chance, i.e. spinning a coin, rolling 

a die;;> drawing a card £rom a pack and so on. The word trial 

is used to describe the combination o£ an incident and making a 

record o£ the result. For example, a coin is tossed and then 

the result "head" or "tail" is recorded. S.M.P. subscribe 

to the view that the idea o£ a possibility space is central 

in the theory o£ probability. O£ course a listing o£ possible 



outcom~is essential to any approach to probability. What I 

think varies in the emphasis given by S.M.P. to the set 

formulation, i.e. to the abstract structure. For each 

trial there is a number of possibilities and this set of all 

possibilities is called the possibility space for the trial. 

All the examples given in the S.Y.P. Advanced Mathematics 

Bcok 2 are confined to situations which produce a finite 

number of possibilities, so that the possibility space is a 

finite set; this constitutes the universal set for discussion 

of the trial. -In" attempt to make it easier for the student to grasp 

the concept of probability, this book resorts to us~ 

diagrams in which the elements of the possibility space are 

represented by points. Fbr example, when the trial is to toss 

a coin and record the result, the possibility space l~ead, Tail:} 

has two elements and is represented as follows: 

+ Fig.l 

Head Tail 

Somewhat a trivial example,but the book does then consider 

a slightly more sophisticated trial. This trial consists 

of rollint a pair of dice (one green, one red) and recording 

the number of spots on the top faces of the green and red dice 

respectively. This has a larger possibility space and S.M.P~s 

book suggests a more orderly fashion for displ~ing the point. 

The trial yields a possibility space of 36 elements; each is 
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an ordered pair of numbers (g,r<) where g is the score on the 

green die, and r that on the red die, . S.M.P. uses 

this ordered pair as the Cartesian co-ordinates of the 

correspond~ point and the possibility space is drawn as followsl 

b + + + + + + 
Q)S of- + T .... + + .-
~ 

It ~ + .... + +- + + 
QJ 

3 ... 4- + + .... + T , 
0 

t :l. +- + + + + + fi!'.2 
0 v I ""- -I-\11 + +. + + 

I 1. 3 it- S c.. 
Sc.orc. 00\ ,sf-c..,V\ oli .. 
I shall come back at a later stage to demonstrate 

how the book uses such a diagram to calculate numerical 

probabilities. 

Once S.M.P. has introduced the concept of a 

possibility space they move on to discuss what they mean by the 

idea of equally likely possibilities. This idea is used 

in all of the "equally likely" definitions of probability but 

the S,M.P. book was the only 'A level text that I found which 

even attempted to discuss this concept. Somewha.t surpris~ 
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when the whole definitiCln of proba.bility hin!,es on this idea and i~ 

is very much the weak link of the definition. 

In their consideration of "equally likely/possibilities" 
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I 
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they use the following two examples to illustrate the discussion: . 

(1) I roll a pair of dice (one red and one green) and 

record the number of pips on the top faces of the green and red 

die respective~ •. 

(:c:) I roll a pair of dice and record the larger of the 

numbers of the pips on the top two faces (or either one if the 

two numbers are equal). 

These two trials could be oarried out simultaneously, 

the same roll will serve for both and they will differ only in 

what is reoorded. For (1) the possibility spaoe has 

36 elements I 

The possibility space for (Il) however, has just six elements: 

If 

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ) 

The book then reoords the results that were allegedly obtained when 

the two trials were actually carried out twenw times in 

suooession. 

trial (1). 

(1, 6 )(3,i) (6, 4 r (1;5) (4, 6 ) (4, 2 ) (1, 4) (1, 6) (4, 5 )(1, 4) 

(3, 1 )(6,5 ) (1, 1 ) (4,5 ) (2, 6 ) (3, 4 ) (4, 2) (1, 1) (1, 5 )(5, 1) 

(S.M.P.·Advanoed Mathematics, Book 2 page 549) 



trial (2). 

6365644654 

361 564 4 1 5 5 

The results are used to indicate to the reader that 

there is an important difference between the trials. S.M.P. 

claims that although the results of trial (1) include certain 

repetitions, and some scored have occurred more frequently than 

others, it does not cause them to doubt what they expected before 

. they started. I am not sure that the average Vlth former 

is going to be convinced by the evidence of such a small sample 

however. A:n:rrro::r, apart from that criticism, the book then 

goes on to indicate to the student that if successive results 

are traced on figure 2, it will appear that the correspondin~ 

points are scattered randomly over the diagram. With trial 

(Ir) the situation is different; there would seem, accordin~ 
. , 

to this limited survey, that there is a stro~ bias towards 

the higher numbers of the possibility space. For example. the 

outcome 6 occurs six times, 5 and 4 five times each, whilst 1 

occurs only t.!~ce and 2 not at all. 

It.is pointed out that the reason for this is quite 
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easy since the only roll which will give the possibility 1 in trial 

(Ir) is (1, 1); but the possibility 6 will arise from any of the " " 

eleven rolls; 

(1, 6) (2, 6) (3, 6) (4, 6) (5, 6) (6, 6) 

(6, 1) (6, 2) (6, 3) (6, 4) (6, 5) 

It is then indicated that we expect that all the 



possibilities for trial (1) are "equally likely" then we might 

say that in trial (IJ:) 6 is "eleven times as likely" as 1. 
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The arguments put forward here to try to explain why the higher 

numbers are predominant, are to my mind, pre-supposino!; the truth 

of "equally likely possibilities" the very idea that S.M.P. are 

trying to demonstrate with the experimental result. In other 

words their argument is circular. But at least, to some extent 

S.M.P. overcomes the circularity by usino!; a series of trials to 

suggest that while the events in (1) are equally likely the events 

in (II) are not. As I said before, though, I am not sure 

that such a short series of trials~iS". likely~to be very convincino!; 
'~ .. ",. 

to the reader. It might have been better either (a) simply 

to show that the equally likely definition gives conflicting results 

if applied to both (1) and (II), or (b) to take two much simpler 

situations, for example take a coin and a drawino!; pin, and carry 

out a large number of throws with each to indicate that in one case 

the events may be roughly equally lik~fy, but in the other case, 

they definitely are not. 

However, S.M.P. do offer the caution to the reader 

that whether or not all the possibilites for a trial can be regarded 

as equally likely depends on the choice of what is recorded as well 

as on the apparatus with which the trial is conducted. As far as 

S.M.P.'s approach is concerned where there is no evidence to 

show otherwise then all of the elements of the poss ;'bility space 

are taken to be equally likely on the grounds of physical symmetry. 
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As an introduction to the idea of probability this is perhaps not 

a bad idea, more complicated possr.bility spaces can be considered 

at a later stage. 

S.M.P. now develop their argument further by introducing 

the idea of an event because they s~ that in the theory of 

probability we are concerned to assign numbers, called probabilities, 
Ho .. t 

to events. It must be rememberedAat this stage in their book, S.M.P. 

still have not formally defined probability. 

To gi',ve .th~ student an idea of what they mean by an event ~ 

S.U.P. give the example of the event "I win a prize" when the 

monthly draw of the ,Premium Bonds is carried out. In other words an 

event is something which ~ or ~ not occur as the result of a 

particular action. It This event will occur only if one of the numbers 

produced by E.R.N.I.E. is the same as one of the numbers held by 

the bond-holder. Now E.R.N.I.E. can produce a very large number 

of different possible winning lists for a particular draw; the set 

of all such lists constitutes the possibility space, and if the draw 

is fair all the list should be equally likely. Some of these 

lists will include one or more of the bond-holders bond numbers, 
,f 

and if one of these is selected then the event "1 win a (~rli;ell: dccurs. ;1\ 

By considering this example, S.M.P. are able to declare 

more formally that with the occurrence of an event is associated 

a subset of elements of the possibility space. This I correspondence' 
,~ ,-" 

forms the basis of the definition of an event by S.U.P. Some other 

(S.M.P. Advanced Mathematics, Book 2 page 551) 
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A·· level text-books in fact define an event to be a subset of the 

possibility space, they do not even mention the word correspondence 

in the context of the definition.· I prefer S.M.P. 's definition, 

it has a subtle difference to most of the other definitions of an 

event since in reality an event is not a subset. Sets are abstract 

entities, 
, 

part of a mathematicians language; probability should 

be made meaningful. to the Vlth former by always relating it to 

reality. Hence the word correspondence implies that the subset 

itself is not the event but merely an abstract representation of it. 

To try and reinforce the idea of an event the book 
If 

reintroduces the examplel I roll a pair of dice and record the 

" number of pips on the top faces of the green and red die respectively. 

The event they consider iSI u ." • The sum of the scores is least 10. 

Thus the possibility space is t (g, r ): g, r integers) 

A 
+ + -t + 

a) 
.~ 

-IS + + + 
-t. 

411 .... f- + + .. 
& + + 0 + + + 
Ill-

+ .. + + + 0 -I- + 3 
.J 

'" 
In this example the event occurs if a double six, a 

six and a five and so.on, is rolled; that is, if the scores belong 

to the subset. 

This subset which is denoted by A is shown diagrammatically in 

Figure 3. 
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Denoting the possibility space by E, we find that neE) - 36 
// 

n (A) - 6. ~ 

Thus the event occurs for 6 out of the 36 possibilities 

for the trial. This implies that the probability of obtaining 

a score of at least 10 is 6/36 - 1/6. The formal definition of 

probability based on this reaSoning appears soon after this exam~le 

but not before S.M.P. have considered what they call an alternative 

analysis. 

" Instead of recording the separate scores on the green and 

red dice, we could have recorded the sum of the scoreS directly. We 

would still be looking at the same event but the trial would be 

different. 

Trial: I roll a pair of dice and record the sum of the 

scores on the two top faces. 

Event: The sum of the scores is at least 10 

Possibility space: [2,3'4,5,6'7,8,9,10,11.12~ 

The event now corresponds to the set [10,11,123 which has just 

three numbers,-we can denote this subset by ',A'. Denoting the 

possibility space by El we see that neE') - 11 and n(AI) - 3, 

so that the event occurs for 3 out of the 11 possibilities for the 

trial;' "" ;1Ir:, 

Of course, unlike the student who would probably be 

reading this account of probability for the first time, we know 

from the experience of hindsight that the first analysis of the 

situation is the correct analysiS because the definition of 

~ (S.M.P. Advanced Mathematics, Book 2 pages 551-552) 

-lE';t{ ,(S.M.P. Advanced Mathematics, Book 2 page 552) 
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probability depends on the elements of the possibility space being 

equally likely. In the first analysis the possibility space 

contains equally likely elements but the second possibility space 

does not. Deciding on whether or not the elements are equally 

likely is a subjective judgement and being able to make a correct 

decision, when it is possible to do so, comes from experience. 

In this instance the deoision is not too difficult since the trial 

is not all that complicated. 

The important thing is that S.M.P. have made the 

students aware that it is possible to consider the experiment in 

. different wB3'rand by writing down a different possibility space 

obtains a totally different numerioal probability. It is 

important to make ,A level students think about these sort of things. 

All credit to S.M.P. because only they of the ,A. level texts that I 

referred to attempted to discuss the problem of choosing the 

appropriate possibility space. They make the student aware 

ofwhioh is the correct analysis by using the "frequency" approach 

to probability in thevnext section. I will discuss this seotion 

when I deal with the "frequency"approach" at a later stage. 

The trouble with the "equally likely" theory is that there 

are a number of problems: 

Problem 1 

All definitions whioh subsoribe to the "equally likely" 

theory have the disadvantage, in that the words "equally likely" 

are vague. In faot, sinoe these words seems to be synonymous 

with "equally probable", the definition is circular because we are 



essentially defining probability in terms of itself. 

Despite the weakness of the definition, most Vlth 

formers accept it as what might be called a working definition, 

since in terms of experience and in terms of determining chance 

in gambling situations it does seem to have a certain amount of 

intuitive appeal to them. Like all branches of mathematics 

we have to make a starting point somewhere and accept the truth 

of certain basic assumptions. Perhaps then we should just 
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accept the truth (as far as ·A level is concerned) of the definition 

of "equally likely" probability without attempting to be too 

rigorous. 

The definition does at least allow the average ,A·' level 

student to calculate numerical probabilities in certain circumstances 

and facilitate a fairly easy introduction ~to the subject. Apart 

from that we, as teachers, would be failing in a much wider 

educational sense to teach our heritage since it is the "equally 

likely" theory which historically started the "ball rolling". 

Problem 2. 

As S.M.P. show in their "A' level Book 2, which I mentioned 

earlier, certain experiments can be analysed in two different ways. 

When two dice were rolled it was possible, as the book shows, to 

write down two different possibility spaces for the same experiment 

and hence two different probabilities were found. 

When first introducing probability I find a common mistake 

made by some Vlth formers is that they cannot see that the results 



of tossing a coin twice are the same as tossing two coins at 

once. No great disgrace, since even the great eighteenth 

century French mathematician Jean le Rond d'Alembert could not 

see that the results are the same. It is important to sea 

that the results obtained from the two different considerations 

are really the same, because if the Vlth former realises this then 

it is easier for him to see that the result "head - tail" is a 

different outcome to "tail - head". This is not so easy 1£ 

we consider two coins being spun simultaneously. 1£ the student 

does not realise this then he will formulate the wrong possibility 

set. 

To explain what I mean, suppose we wish to determine 

the probability of obtaining one head When two coins are tossed. 

We can argue in two d1£ferent ways: 

(a) There are four possible outcomes: 

head - head, head - tail, tail - head, and tail - tail. 

We can write this in the form E -[(H,H),(H.T),(T.H),(ToT)0 

Each outcome is equally likely and the required event 

corresponds to the subset ll(HoT)'(ToHJ:~hen~ethe required 

probability in 2/4 c 1/2 

(b) There are three possible outcomes: 

o heads, 1 head, 2 heads. 
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We can write this in the form E' - L 0, 1, 2) 

Each outcome is equally likely and the required event 

corresponds to the subset ['liJhence the required 

probability is 1/3. 

So we have the awkward. situation of having two different 

probabilities (1/2 and 1/3) for the same event i.e. one head when 

two coins are tossed swl taneously. 
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The difficulty that arises from the definition is that the 

definition relies on us to make a subjective judgement of deciding 

what actually constitutes an "equally likely" outcome. It is 

experience of dealing with these types of problems that eventually 

allows one to choose the correct possibility space, that is, 

provided the possibility space is not too complicated. 

If we try to apply the "equally likely" theory definition 

we first have to draw up a possibility space and make the decision 

that each outcome is equally likely to happen. The example of 

tossing a coin twice and the example in S.M.P.'s book of rolling 

a pair of dice show that it is possible for two different people 

to analyse an experiment differently and write down two different 

outcome spaces for the same event. Both people would assume 

that they have written down an outcome space which contains equally 

likely outcomes but their differing analysis of the event will lead 

them to obtaining probabilities of the event occur,.j~ which are not 

equal. Hence the equally likely definition cannot be a very 

sound one if differing answers for probabilities are found depending 



on who calculates the probability. The problem lies in the 

fact that it is up to each individual to decide what constitutes 

an equally likely outcome, so therefore this definition gives 

subjective probabilities for an event. 
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Unless we accept that probability is not objective, which 

I feel is not acceptable to most mathematicians, we need to look 
4/\ 

elsewhere forAalternative definition. 

Problem 3. 

To apply the "equally likely" definition of probability we 

must have a set of equallY likely outcomes. This is why the 

definition is best suited for determining numerical probabilities 

in games of chance, which would be expected, since it is from 

games of chance that this definition of probability is derived. 

Most games of chance give us a set of eqUally likely outcomes, for 

example, the two sides of a coin when it is tossed, the 52 cards 

of a pack when one card is drawn or six faces of a die when it is 

rolled. The trouble is, that games of· chance only provide a 

few every ~ applications of probability. For the majority 

of applications, there is no obvious set of equally likely outcomes. 

For example, suppose that someone is. considering building a self-

service petrol filling station. The would be garage owner is 

obviously going to be interested in how many pumps he ought to have 

on his fore-court. He does not want to have too many pumps because 

that would be a waste of money and space. Also, he does not want 

to have too few pumps because that would possibly mean that he would 
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have too many cars queuing in an::r fixed period of time. Suppose 

that at an::r particular time there can be a certain number of cars 

waiting to fill up with petrol. The possibility space then, 
o cor, 

would have the following outcomes: A 1 car, 2 cars, 3 cars, ••• 

and so on. However, it is most unlikely that these outcomes 

are equally likely, unless the filling.s/lltion is a busy motor 

garage. For instance it is very unlikely that there will be 20 cars, 

s~, waiting for petrol. Although it is impossible to use the 

"equally likely" theory to determine the probabilities of the 

different outcomes in this sort of situation, it is of great practical. 

importance to the .:.c ___ ~,~ "station owner to attach some sort of 

probabilities to the number of cars that can be expected to an::r 
H, .. ,. 

particular time. This is sOAa rational decision of how many 

pumps should be installed can be made. 

This inapplicability of the equallY likely definition 

is briefly mentioned in S.M.P. Advanced Mathematics Book 2 (Page 565) 

and I mean briefly. They say that in the situation of wanting 

to assign a probability to the event, " on an::r particular d~ it 

will be cloudy" the assignment of an::r such probability cannot be 

determined by considering possibilities which are "equally likely" 

on the grounds of symmetry." They do not discuss an::r fUrther 

how such probabilities can be found except to s~ that in certain 

cases such probabilities can be found by sampling and using the 

relative frequency approach. 

In their book, Hodge and Seed, discuss that the equally 

likely approach is of little use if the probability of obtaining 
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a four from a.biased die is required. They suggest an approximate 

value for the probability can be found by throwing the die 100 times 

and obtaining a proportion for the number of times that the four 

occurs. This proportion would then be an estimate of the required 

probability. Again, their discussion is brief and is not puttinto 

the context of a real life situation which is far more suitable 

for such a discussion. 

2. The"FreguencY"approach. 

This particular approach tends to be less popular if 

popularity is measured by the number of books which use this approach. 

Even then the books which use the frequency definition 

tend to put it forward as an alternative to the equally likely 

approach. 

Below. are just : a .selection of the definitions of probability 

which subscribe to the frequency theory: 

(1) "If an event happens a times in n trials then 

Lt (a/n). p 11,.. .... 
; 'l-'-~ -

This reads "the limit of aln as n tends towards infinity equals p. 

"n tends towards infinity"· means a large number of trials should 

take place. What is "large" must be determined by the nature 
11 

of the problem. (Advanced General Statistics'. B.C. Erricker 

page 92). 

(Il) "if a trial is repeated a large number of times, the 

relative frequency of the set of possibilities associated with a 

particular event will be approximately equal to the probability of 

the event ". 

(S.M.P. Advanced Mathematics, Book 2 page 553) 
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(IIIJ "If an event A is satisfied by a certain outcome '(or 

outcomes) of an experiment and, when the experiment is repeated 

n times under exactly similar conditions A occurs r times out of n 

then P(A} - limit (r/n)" 

n~oo,. 

{Sl-t4tisft"(.$ Q.r\ol Probo.biliry, S.e:.l-focl,je Q."';{ M.L..SQeol pc.,ja4; 
They attempt to explain this further by saying "that for 

any value of n, the fraction rln will be an estimate will approach 

some value which we will agree to call probability". 

The following diagram is also given to further illustrate 

the idea: 

r 0'1 -

0·1 

~--------------------~----------+n o :to "0 '0 70 Irro 12.0 ''ro 
Groo.pk o~" I", ... S "i"er .. o.ses.,~.r. t-h ... e,." .. " to.; 0+ sc.ori".!i 0. 't 0" q. cI..'~ 

(Statistics and Probability, S.E.Hodge and M.L.Seed page 4) 

S.M.P. use the frequency idea of probability to try to clear 

up the problem of which sample space should be used in the experiment 

in which two dice (one green and one red) are rolled. They seem 

to use the frequency approach as a back up to the equally likely 

approach rather than offering it as a better or preferred definition 

of probability. 

As I mentioned earlier, S.M.P., by considering two differing 

analyses of the dice· rolling experiment, arrive at two different 

values for the numerical probability of obtaining at least ten as 
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the sum of the two scores on the top faces of the two dice. The 

first analysis produced 1/6 as the answer and the second analysis 

produced 3/11 as the answer. We were faced with the problem 

of deciding which one, if any,of them 'is the correct answer. 

S.M.P.'s text supposes that a pair of dice have been 

rolled 900 times and the separate scores recorded as in the first 

analysis. The results would give a population of 900 outcomes 

such as: 

( (1,6), 

Now as the possibility space consists of 36 equally 

likely possibilities so we would expect each of these to appear about 

900/36, or 25 times in the population. Since the 'event "the sum of 

the scores is at least 10" is associated with six of these 

possibilities, we would expect this to occur about 6 x 25 or 150 

times. Thus we are prepared to make decision in the belief that: 

The number of the occurrences of the event:; 6/36 X 900 

In other words. if A is the event then 

fr (A) , .! ' 
fr(E) 

.kl!l ~~ 
fr1EY ---n{ET 

'njis' means the second analysis of the dice rolling situation 

is unsatisfactory. Here the possibilities are not all equally 

likely: we would expect to get a total of 7 far more frequently 

than a total of 2 for example. 
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Apart from S.M.P.) which uses the frequency approach as a 

back-up to the equally likely approach, the other ,k' level texts 

which include the frequency definition of probability do not pursue 

the approach much fUther than the definition and a brief discussion 

of it. Obviously the frequency approach is far more suitable for 

the empirical situation, so apart from trivial experiments it is 

not practicable to carry out meaningful experiments in the classroom 

situation: hence the textbooks tend to concentrate on problems in 

which the equally likely approach is applicable. Therefore, the 

treatment of the frequency idea of probability tends to be somewhat 

terse in "A level texts on statistics and probability. 

It is worth mentioning, before I go any further that 

there is a slight difference between the frequency definition of 

probabilitt given by S.M.P. and the other text books. Most 'A'.: level 

texts that use this definition of probability use a "limiti1l.j: 

frequency" definition (i.e. probability is defined as a limit of 

the proportion of successes as n approaches infinity). S.M.P.'s 

definition avoids talking about limits. In practice we alw~s 

have a finite set of trials, the idea of a limit is alright in the 

mathematical model, but not in the real world. The definition put 

forward by S.M.i. ties in with the idea of probability being 

measured by frequency in a long series of trials, but is not defined 

by a limiting relative frequency. The distinction between these 

two forms of the definition is worth discussing in class, since it 

is a useful illustration of how we needto often use a mathematical 

model as the limit of a practical situation. In other words the 

practical situation will often approximate;;, to a certain 

mathematical model. Some Vlth formers do not 'alw~ make the 
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distinction unless they are told. 

As with the equally likely approach to probability there 

are also a number of problems with the frequency approach to 

probability. 

Problem 1 

One of the major problems with this definition is that how 

do we know that the ratio approaches some value at all. 

large do we make n before we get reasonably close to it. 

And how 

Suppose that we investigate this further, end this is 

something which needs to be discussed in class, and we actually 

toss a coin some number of times. By actual experimentation 

can we actually s~ anything about the number of heads and tails 

we are likely to get? 

When a coin was tossed four times, on foureccasions 

the following results were recorded: 

(1) 1 head and 3·tails. 

(11) 2 heads and 2 tails. 

(111) 4 heads and 0 tails. 

(lV) 3 heads and 1 tail. 

There appears to be no pattern and the results are 

scattered over the range 1 to 4 heads. 

We can also see what happens if we toss a coin 8 times. Again 

on four occasions: 



(1) 

(11) 

(111) 

(lV) 

3 heads and 5 tails 

4 heads and 4 tails 

5 heads and 3 tails 

1 heads and 1 tail. 

Again, there does not seem to be any pattern at all. This 

time the number of heads varies between 3 and 1. 

If we toss a coin a larger number of times, 50 say, 

then we shall see that the pattern becomes more obvious. 

(1) 

(11) 

(111) 

(lV) 

22 heads and 28 tails 

25 heads and 25 tails. 

19 heads and 31 tails. 

26 heads and 24 tails. 

In terms of the size of the samples the spread of results 

is much less than it was before and the results seem to be 

olustering around half heads and half tails. We would expect 

then, the larger we make our sample, the proportion of heads to 

stabilise. Under the frequency theory, the value to which 

this proportion converges is defined as the probability of a head. 
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Problem 2. 

Perhaps one of the greatest advantages that the frequency 

defini tion has over the equally likely definition is that the 

frequency view is far more easily applied in real world situations 

where there are no sets of equally likely outcomes. In a factory, 

for example, producing certain components it is usually very 

desirable to estimate the probability of a defective item coming 

off the production line. Suppose that in a run of 500 

articles we count 5 defect ives, an estimate of the probability 

of obtaining a defective component would be 5/500 - 1/100. 

The problem is that it is not always possible to apply 

the frequency view. Suppose that it is necessary to test the 

effectiveness and possibly the safety of a new drug. We could 

calculate the probability that the drug will cure a certain .illness 

by expressing the number who recover to the number who have the drug 

administered to them. The major difficulty;.is that how do 

we know that the people who recovered or even just some of them 

might have recovered despite being administered the drug. 

It might also be required to calculate the amount of 

the drug which constitutes being an overdose. One way would be 

to administer a certain. dose to a number of people and calculate 

the probability that it was lethal by counting the number of people 

who died. Although this would give some numerical measure 

of the required probability, this method is inhuman apart from being 

illegal. 
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In this situation it is impossible to apply the frequenoy 

definition of probability sinoe we oannot oontrive to find a suitable 

set of trials. 

Problem 3. 

When attempting to estimate the probability of a head when 

we toss a ooin using the frequency method it oould be seen that we 

need to take a fairly sizable sample before we obtain anything like 

a reasonable result. Even with the samples of size 50 there was 

still some amount of variation; the results were not settling down 

as much as would be desired to oome to a definite oonolusion 

oonoerning a worthwhile estimate of the required probability. In 

a great many real world situations whioh require the applioations 

of probability 50, or desirably more, trials are far too time 

oonsuming. 

For example, if we wished to oalculate the probability 

that Conoorde's engine oontained a fault, it would be very difficult 

sinoe it takes a lpng time to make one engine and also not many have 

been made. Not only that, sinoe the engines are made over a 

period pf time and in different plaoes then different technioians 

and engineers will have been responsible for the manufaoture of the 

engine, henoe the probability of an engine having a fault will not 

neoessarily be oonstant for each engine. 

In the main then, as far aA' level tests are oonoerned, 

the frequenoy view of probability is usually discussed only after 
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first defining probability in terms of the equally likely view. 

The discussion tends to be brief and quickly- dismissed. As far 

as problems go, they seem to be,without exception, ones which are 

based on games of chance or situations which are made unreal by

contriving them to consist of equally- likely- outcomes. I suppose 

the main reason for this is that the questions set in actual i A, 

level examinations also tend to be of this type. Also; people 

who write these text books tend to have little imagination and 

little experience of practical situations in which probability- is 

used. The only time that a question requires some knowledge 

of the relationship. between probability. and frequency- is when it 

is required to calculate a set of theoretical frequencies from a 

probability distribution. 

3. The Subjective Approach to Probability. 

"Rovers could either win, draw or lose their next mat.ch 

against United, so that the probability of their winning is 1/3". 

Of. coUrse there' is a very big flaw in this argument, in 

fact it is impossible to calculate the theoretical probability 

since the different alternatives are not equally likely. Also 

it is not possible to obtain a relative frequency- value of the 

probability- since we cannot possibly repeat a particular match 

many times in exactly the same, or even similar circumstances. 

Any probability attached to the event happening would be entirely 

subjective. 
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The only ,A' level text book which even mentions the 

id ea is:' Statistics and Probability by Hodge &: Seed on page 1. 

Even then their terse discussion is restricted to eleven lines and 

is dismissed fairly quickly. The last sentence in their consideratioD 

of this aspect of probability reads. "..... though it is not 

impossible mathematically to consider such a probability as v81id. 

we shall prefer in general to restrict our attention to events 

whose probabilities can be obtained either theoretically or 

experimentally" ~ _ 

This last statement seems to sum up the impression that 

. A'· level text-book writers must have about subjective probability, 

that is. ' it is not worth teaching at this level. Perhaps this 

is because the people who write 'A' level statistics text-books 

tend to be mathematicians who are not really trained to cope with 

subjective forms of measurement. It is a pity really because I 

feel that Vlth formers should be at least made aware of the 

existence of the idea of subjective probability and should not 

just think that probability can always be calculated in a clear 

cut manner. 

As far as teaching subjective probability at A' level 

is concerned there are "!.ree -: problems. 

Problem 1. 

It is difficult to actually set problems which involve 

subjective probabilities. since the Vlth former is hardly likely 



to have a suffioient baokground to be able to oope. Intuition 

plays an important part in determining subjeotive probabilities 

and intuition in probability requires an experienoe over a wide 

range of probability situations few of us are likely to obtain. 

To judge from the report by Wood and Brown (1976) this oould 

explain the sex differenoes in probability understand~. Just 
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as more boys than girls are likely to play with "Meooano" and mend 

bioyoles, giv~them an advantage in Meohanios, so games of ohanoe 

may be a oommoner aotivity among boys than girls to give them an 

advantage in Probability. It would be ironioif this were the 

oase, sinoe one argument for the introduotion o£ Probability and 

Statistios in sohool was the dif£ioulty girls have had in Mechanios. , . 

Problem 2. 

Mathematios by nature, at .. ' A' level is "a 'very objeotive 

type of subject and the idea o£ introduoing the oonoept o£ a 

subjeotive numerioal measure on to the syllabus might seem, to 

some, a oontradiotion o£ the subjeot's ideals. Also, how do you 

. mark questions involving the determination of subjeotive quantities? 

Teacherts of mathematios have not got the baokground and how do 

you tell if the answer is aooeptable? I';:realise that other 

subjects such as Sooiology and English literature; for instanoe, 

involve giving subjeotive answers and value judgement but in these 

subjeots the issues involved are wide whereas in probability a 

precise and de£inite answer is required. 

Problem 3. 

Intuition, whioh plqs an" important part in determining 

subjeotive probabilities,has a nasty knaok of letting us down in 
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certain cases. 

What, for example, is the probability that, of 30 persons 

chosen at random, at least two have the same birthday? Reason 

tells Us that (making one or two assumptions) the probability is 
b .. fo 

about 0.7'Ait is doubtful if many of us"feel" that this is correct 

however. 

Well, we have looked at the different approaches there 

are to probability so which one is best? The answer to this 

will be different for different people depending on who is answering 

the question at the time. The answer that they will give will 

depends very much on what type of mathematical· background that they 

have and also how they see the nature of mathematics. For instance, 

the applied m4thematician who views mathematics as a tool will want 

a clear-out wsll defined sta.tement of how to calculate probability 

so that he can apply his answer. On the other hand, the pure-

mathematician who perhaps has done some mathematical philOSOphy 

will be more hapPY' to accept the subjeotive view of '.,.' probability. 

I think that)as teachers, it is our job to make our students 

aware of all three approaches and point out the relative merits 

and de-merits of all three views. Also different situations and 

problems require different models to suit eaoh special need. The 

classical approach might be perfectly suitable for one situation 

but another situation might be better served by using the frequenoy 

view, and so on. As teachers, we must point out different examples 

which use each of the three approaches. 

In terms of aotual suitability for teaching, despite its 

theoretical misgivings, the classical approach still has its merits. 
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Most children have had some experience of games of chance and it 

makes sense, for instance, that the probability of obtaining a 

five When a die is rolled is 1/6. We IIl1lst use BrlJ' acceptable 

means of teach~ with understanding and if the classical approach 

allows Vlth formers to understand the concept of elementary 

probability, then I feel that this is ~ufficient justification to 

carry on using this view as the main approach for teaching 

probability at advanced level. Of course, once the concept of 

probability has been introduced using the eQ.ually likely theory . 
the other ideas should be brought in. Of course, one of the 

possible weaknesses of the eQ.ually likely approach is that one cannot 

really distinguish between the real world and the mathematical model. 

It is the same problem that arises with 'A:; level mechanics, with 

its "frictionless slopes" for example. 

The only time that it might be acceptable'to use an 

alternative introduction is if a school has a computer terminal 

with a sufficient number of visual displ~ units. Then it ~ 

be possible by means of simulation to introduce probability by 

means of the relative freQ.uency idea. The only trouble i8 that 

not mBrJ3 school possess such equipment. 

Combination of Events. 

So far we have only considered the probability of one 

event. We sometimes require to know not just the probability of 

event A happening bu~the probability of A or B happening,s~, 

A and B are each single events in their own right, but we can also 

consider the compound event A or B which will have a corresponding 

probability. It is to be remembered that in mathematics,though, 



the word "or" can be taken to mean one of two thingsl 

(1) either A or B or both. 

(11) either A or B but not both. 

This distinction is not always made in some text-books, 

especially the not so recent ones. 

For example, if I want to know how ma.n;y people are wearing 
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a hat or gloves, then I should include those wearing both a hat and 

gloves. On the other hand, if I want to know how ma.n;y people are 

wearing a pair of brown or a pair of black shoes, I should not 

expect to meet someone wearing both a pair of brown and a pair of 

black shoes. 

Apart from the compound event A or B we are also interested in 

~"t other compound event, that is A and B. 

There are two approaches that text-books take for finding 

these required probabilities. The first is to state, without proof, 

the results and the second is to use set theory in conjunction with 

the equally likely theory. The first approach does not, 

obviously, need a.n;y description or elaboration from me. 

The second approach requires that we represent the event A 

and the event B by set A and set B", '~o that the event A and B 

is represented by the set AI\ B and the event A or B is represented 

by AUB. 

The Addition Rule. 

We can illustrate the situation more clearly with a Venn 

diagram (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. 

Using the"eCJ.ually likely" definition of probability we havel 

P (AV B) - n (A U B) 
n (E) 

The number of elements in the union of A and 13 is not the number 
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in A added to the number of elements in 13, because the union contains 

elements common to both sets. If we did this then we would be 

adding the number of elements in the intersection of the 2 sets 

trice. 

Hence n (A V B) - n (A) + n (B) 

Dividing both sides of the eCJ.uation by n (E) gives I 

n (A 0 B) 
n (E) - ~ nw 

+ .!!.llli nw 
and this, from the definition of probability, gives: 

P (A VB) • P (A) + P (B) 

This is known as the addition law. 

MUtually Erclusive Events. 

-n(Af\B)' 

P (At\ B) 

It is CJ.uite possible that in a particular situation 

A A 13 D ~ where ~'denotes the empty set, and so P (A ft B) - O. 

For example, if a coin was tossed, and A represented the event 

"Head" and 13 represented the event ''Tail'' then A ft 13 - ,4', This 

is self evident since it is impossible to obtain both a head and 
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a tail when a single coin is tossed once. 

The Venn dia.?;ram would look like Fig. 5. 

E 

Figure 5. 

When we have a situation like this we say that the events 

are mutually exclusive. A and B cannot happen simultaneously, 

A oocurs prohibits B from happening and B occurring prohibits A 

from occurring. 

In this situation the addition law becomes! 

P (A \J B) - P (A) + P (B) 

A particular case of mutually exclusive events is when one 

event is the complement of the other. In this case we have! 

'P(AVAI) 

Therefore: 

1 

P (AI) 

• 

• 

P (A) + 

P (A) + P (AI) which gives! 

1 - P (A) 

For example, if the probability of winning a game is 2/3, then 

the probability of losing is ... 1/3. 

Conditional Probability 

When considering the probability of A and B occurring 

we need to consider also the concept of conditional probability. 

A typical definition is: the probability of an event A occurring 

when it is known that event B has occurred is said to be the 

"probability of A given B". In symbolic form this is written 



P (A\B), where the bar is read as "given". 

So we have: 

P (AIB) - n (A 1\ B) 

n (B) 
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-.' W-e divide both the rmmerator and thedeAominator of the fraction 

by n (E), where n (E) is the rmmber of elements in the original 

possibility set. 

So we have: 

P (A/B) • n (A £j B) 
I n E 

This gives: 

P (A" B) - P (A\B) x P (B) 

which can also be written as 

P(AI\B) • P (A) x P(B!A) 

Independent Events. 

Two events A and B are said to be independent when: 

P (A 1'\ B) • P (A) X P (B) 

By comparing this with: 

P (A»)( P (BtA) 

we see that this condition is satisfied when p(BIA) • P (B) 

In words, when event A takes place, it has no bearing on the result 

of the probability of event B. An example is a:ny sort of draw in 

which replacement occurs after each draw. 
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The above treatment is typioal of those text-books whioh 

use set-theory to find the probabilities of oompound events. Most 

mathematioally minded . k J level students seem to respond well to 

this sort of treatment, but it is worthwhile demonstrating the 

results hold txue with empirioal probabilities. For many students, 

statement of the results coupled'with empirical demonstrations is 

usually enough to oo~vinoe them of the truth of the rules, in other 

words they make sense. 

The idea of independenoe alwa;rs seema to be the most . 
difficult concept for the average Vlth former to grasp hold of. 

Some text-books give the mathematically preoise definition of 

independenoe that is, A and B are independent events if P (A and B) 

a P (A) XP(a) The problem is that although it is possible to oalculate 

P (A) and P (B) it ma;r not be possible to calculate P (A and B) so 

how do we prove A and B are independent. It is more likely in 

faot, that lmowing P (A) and P (B) we wish to calculate P (A and B) 

using the multiplioation rule. The trouble is that we oannot 

use the rule correotly unless A and B are independent in the first 

plaexe and we oannot prove that unless we lmow P (A and B). The· 

whole argument is oircular and where do .we break into the cirole? 

Some text-books give a desoription of what is meant by 

independenoe rather than giving a preoise definition which does not 

seem to have a great deal of praotioal use. They sa;r that A and B 

are independent if A happening does not effeot the probability of 

B oocurring. Obviously this is not a definition but by making a 

subjective deoision we oan at least use the multiplioation rule 

when it seems feasible to do so. I think that it is aooeptable 



to do this, on the grounds that Statistics is applied mathematics 

and if we wish to solve certain problems in real life, we often 

have to make such assumptions, based on sound reasoning of course. 

We can easily make mistakes by making incorrect assumption as the 

following example illustrates. 

Part of a recent C.S.E., question had the following 

information and request: 

A class of thirty has twenty pupils taking statistics 

and five prefects. Find the probability that a pupil at random 

is both a prefect and studies statistics. 

Presumably the candidates were expected to argue that 

doing statistics and being a prefect were independent (how could 

one effect the other?) so that the required probability is 

~x .2. - 1. 
30 30 9 

Bat if we draw a Venn diagram (fig. 6) we get 

s 

c. 
;r 

Figure 6 

Since n (C) - 30, n (S) - 20 and' n'(P) = 5 

it follows n (S A p) could be 0,1,2,3,4 or 5. So that the 

required probability is 0, 1/30, 2/30, 3/30, 4/30 or 5/30 and 

none of these is 1/9. 

Apart from this being a very bad question, in this 

situation it is 'impossible for the two events to be independent 

17 
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statistically. So if events appear to be independent it does 

not mean that they are if we apply the more precise mathematical 

definition. Hopefully no -A' level cadidate will have to 

answer such a question, but this example does illustrate that we 

do make awfully big assumptions to get an answer sometimes. We 

ma::r be asked, for instance, to assume that seeds germinate 

independently with given probability. Is this a realistio 

assumption? What happens if we do not assume this? 

We oannot get aW83 from having to make suoh assumptions, 

but at least our Vlth form students should be made aware that it 

is an assumption we are making very often. I did not find 

8XJ3' of the '·A', level statistics text-books that really spelt this 

out to the student/though. 

I have attempted to give a brief synopsis of some of 

the approaches that ',A' level statistios text-books take on probabilit: 

Probability is an important topic and a great deal of statistical 

work requires a sound knowledge of the topio. Most of the 

text-books that I looked at devoted just one chapter of their book 

to probability, but it would be quite possible to write a book on 

probability alone. It is a pity that statistics books, from my, 
-.>-----

experience, do not discuss all approaohes to probability rather 

than just one or sometimes t,wo. And finally, the last main 
\ 

oritiCism that I have of their treatment of probability is that 

none of them discuss in detail or at length, 8XJ3' serious applications 

of probability. As I said earlier, most (A" level mathematics 

teachers have had little or no training in statistics and the books 
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would be doing a great service to pupils to include a section on 

applications. 

It must be rem~bered, however, that statistics is still 

a relatively new subjeot at sohool level and it is going to take 

time before teachers and text-book writers decide on an approaoh 

which inoludes all the right things and is aimed at the right level. 
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CHAPrER 5 

IS IT STATISTICS OR MATHEMATICS? 

When producing solutions to questions from past " A(; level 

'f'ap'ers;, it often occurs to me that perhaps what I am doing 

is not really statistics but mathematics. The question of 

what constitutes being mathematics and what constitutes being 

statistics is an emotive one. The dividing line, if it exists, 

is purely arbitary and determined subjectively. Some mathematicians 

and statiticians might argue that statistics and mathematics 

are totally separate subjects, others are of the view that the 

subjects are like two intersecting sets, whilst there are those 

who would say that statistics is merely a branch or subset of 

mathematics. I believe that subscribing to either the first 

or last of these views displays a high degree of subject chauvinism 

and that the middle view is the more realistic of the three, 

especially at school level. 

It seems to me, when I read through a great many 

"A"~ level statistics text-books and look at the statistics questions 

set at" :A" level, that in our hurry to get' to the mathematical 

models underlying our statistics we can easily forget the source 

and inspiration of the problems, the statistics itself. We are 

in grave danger of finishing up with a box of idealised equipment 

in our statistics similar to our box of equipment in mechanics. 

We have replaced our light rods, j'nextensible strings and perfectly 

elastic spheres with unbiased dice, perfectly random procedures 
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and independent events. It is all too easy to put our emphasis 

on the model rather than the reality with too little emphasis on 

how reasonable our mOdel is. Just as physics is more than ,." Cl; 

mathematics it uses, so is statistics. If we continue to divorce 

our statistics from real data and real life situations then we are 

in danger of making the subject as sterile and academic as much as 

theoretical mechanics has become. lfuch of the statistical 
) 

work done in mathematics seems irrelevant to the geographer, biologist 

and economist because it concentrates on techniques of calculation 

and not on the context which leads to the need for these calculations. 

To a certain extent I would defend this emphasis since at 'k.- level, 

statistios is usually part of a mathematios examination and henoe 

the examination must be designed to examine the mathematioal ability. 

Even so, mathematical ability is sUrely not oonfined to how well 

one oan oope with "number orunohing" situations which many , A", 

level statistios questions seem obsessed with. What I mean by 

~flrtumber crunching" is the sort of problem whioh involves little more 

that substituting numbers into rote learnt formulae and carrying 

out a series of tedious arithmetioal prooedures. By slightly 

altering the oontext, many questions put on to the statistics seotions 

of· A level mathematios papers would be highly suitable for the 

pure-mathematics seotion. We must attempt, if it is possible, 

to set questions which are drawn from a statistical context but 

require some sort of mathematioal analysis to solve the problem. 

What sort of impression does the VIth former get of 

statistics when oompleting his :A:- level oourse in mathematios 

with statistios? With our emphasis on dice, oards, balls 
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in urns etc. what sort of view does he get of the role of 

statistics in society? Does he view it purely as something 

to be used When gambling? We largely omit the use of official 

statistics, the vast amounts of data that are collected and 

published almost daily. How many leave school at the end 

of the VIth form feeling that statistics is important in society 

today? How many realise the breadth of applications from 

insurance, decision making in industry, drawing conclusions 

about smoking and lung cancer, seeing whether speed limits reduce 

road aCCidents, whether having more police cuts the crime rate, 

whether legislation on race is having the desired social effect, 

quality control in industry, drug testing in medicine and so on? 

The trouble is, that in mathematics in schools we 

tend to teach only that which can be quantified. The Problem 

is as Engel (197'1) says !I". at this stage almost every interesting 

problem is beyond the analytical skills of the student." 

Whilst defending the mathematical emphasis on the 

statistics sections of 'A', level Mathematics examinations, I do 

feel that we do need to do much more basic work in schools. We 

need to establish statistics more as an experimental science 

with its own concepts and ideas. A need exists to use experiments, 

games, simulations and many other devices to give an intuitive 

feel for these ideas. Not enough'time is spent just looking 

at data and asking simple questions about itt where does it come 

from, who collected it and how and why, how accurate is it likely 

to be, What does it show? Can we develop a simple idea of 
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inference through an appreciation of data? 

I think that it is desirable that we have more 

realism both in our statistics teaching and in the statistics 

questions set at:A: level. We must attempt to keep our 
, 

examples connected with everyday, life and in the context in which 

they arise. Before getting down to calculations we ought 

to try to keep in mind that'most calculations will be done for 

a purpose, other than satisfying an examiner, and that we should 

try to take a closer look at the aotual data first. 

D. V. Lindley (1977) makes the point that "The basio 

fact that should never be forgotten in any teaching of statistics 

is that the subjeot is conoerned with data, with numerioal 

information about something of interest in its own right.' The 

mean is not 20, but 20 tons per acre, or £20 per week. The 

pupil must be perpetually exposed to data, he must dirty his 

hands and not take an entirely mathematical view of statistics • 

MUch of our teaohing is geared to those aspeots of statistics 

whioh are easily examinable: to the mechanics of the t-test 

or X1. " This would seem so on looking at some examination 

questions, for example one that requires the pupil to calculate 

a correlation coefficient without, at, the same time, making sure 

that he also understands why a correlation coefficient is 

meaningfUl in the context, or what the value, of the, coefficient 

tells us, is not really a very good applied mathematics question 

to set. 



I shall attempt to examine the problem of whether it is 

statistics or mathematics by oonsidering a selection of questions, 

with their solutions, from some past Oxford ',A, level papers. 

I choose Oxford since this is the bD .. rJwith which I am most familiar. 

All the following questions are taken from the paper II of the 

A 50 syllabus. 

1975 Question 14 

A random variable X has probability density function f(x) 

given by 

f(x) • lCx (1 - :x:) (~~ x, ~i) 
a o otherwise 

Show that the mean and variance of X are 0·5 and 9·95 respectively. 

Find the probability that an observation chosen at random 

from the distribution is more than two standard deviations from the 

mean. 

Solution : The first thing that must be found is the constant IC. 

The stUdent must realise that it is the area under a probability 

curve that represents the probability. 

beneath the curve is equal to unity. 

Hence the, ,total area 

For the moment that is all 

the statistics that the student need know. The rest is pure 

mathematics since every' 'A' level mathematics student should know 

that the area under the curve is given by 
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J f(x) d x 
-ae 

this must be unity 

J lex (l-x) dx • 1 
o 

By integrating and substituting the limits we obtain K a 6. 

The second part of the question requires the examinee 

to eValuate the mean of X. Using expectation algebra we have 

the mean r - E(X) 

GQ 

where E(X) - J x f(x) dx -- I 

- J 6ic" (1 -x) dx 
0 

Again by the usual procedures we do in fact find 

0'5 
00 J x" f(x) dx 

-00 

Similarly by using the formula " -r; 
to find the variance, we also verif,y its value to be 0'05. 

Finally, we come to the last part of the question and 

again the examinee must realise'that probability is represented 

by the area under the probability curve • 

. Since the variance is O. 05 then the standard deviation 

is [0.05. Hence the required probability is given by 

Pr (0'5 - 2 j 0'05 :>X)o 0'5 +2~) 

85 
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0·66&1 

=2 Jf(X) dx since the 
o 

curve is symmetrical about a vertical axis through the mean. 

Well, to ~ mind, the only piece of actual statistical 

knowledge that anr one needs to know to answer that question 

was that area under a probability curve is numerically equivalent 

to the probability of obtaining X between the required limits. 

Most of the solution tested how well a candidate can integrate 

and substitute in limits. In fact it was quite possible, and 

this is something from ~ experience that weaker A' level candidates 

dO, to simply remember as formulas and set proceciuru ho,.. to find 

probability· in questions of this type. 

There was no attempt to put this question into the 

context of a practical situation and even the random variable X 

had no units assigned to it, to ~ mind an essential minimum 

requirement of any applied mathematics question. This question, 

in ~ opinion, would have been better placed on the pure-mathematics 

paper, but I doubt that it would have been accepted since the 

arithmetic involved in the last part of the problem was tedious 

and involved, especially since the use of calculators are 

forbidden in the mathematics papers set by Oxford. 

It would have been much better to set a question 

which examined the role of a probability distribution as a model 

to describe practical situations which exhibit random variation. 
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For example, a question could be set in which a set of observations 

would be given in the question. These observations could, 

for example, consist of the times at which vehicles passed an 

observation point on a stretch of road over a period of time. 

It could then be suggested that an exponential probability 

distribution might const-,itute a reasonable model for inter-vehicular 

times in a given direction. The candidate could be asked why this 

was a'reasonable model and also by calculating estimates, from the 

actual data, of the required parameters, use the model to predict 

expected frequencies. It would then be reasonable to ask the 

student to carry out a test of goodness of fit to see whether 

the model is a reasonable approximation of reality. This way the 

question is at least in the context of physical reality but at 

the same time there should be enough mathematics to justify 'the 

inclusion of such a question on a statistics paper of a mathematics 

examination. I feel that any question on a statistics paper 

of a mathematics examination ought to be statistical to some extent, 

else why call it a statistics paper? At the same time, there 

should be some mathematics in the question since there is little 

point in setting it in a mathematics examination. 

1975 Question 15 

The assembly of an article in a factory demands the 

use of, 10 screws. For the convenience of the assembly workers 

the screws are put into packets of 10 by the storekeeper. The 

manager buys a new stock of screws equal in number to half the 

current stock, and tells the storekeeper to mix the new and old 

screws together thoroughly. Shortly after the mixing has taken 
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place the manager picks up a packet of 10 screws and discovers only 

one new screw in the pack. What is the probability of one or 

fewer new screws in a pack? 

The manager suspects that some of the new screws may 

have been stolen. He inspects 9 further packs and finds the 

following numbers of new screwsl 

3, 1, 2, 2, 1, 5, 2, 4, 3. 

Does this evidence confirm the manager's suspicion? 

,Solution! To calculate the required probability we must 

first decide on what mathematical model we need. To do this we 

have to make the assumption that the stock of screws is large 

enough to take one new screw from the stock without affecting 

the probability of obtaining a new screw. In other words we 

need to assume that we have independent probabilities. Also 

assuming that each screw is equally likely to be chosen we can see 

that the probability of:;','.' ,': ~.'~ . a screw chosen at random o~~ flew is 

equal to 1/3 since the ratio of new to old screws is 1: 2 

I just wonder how many nth formers who manage to 

arrive at this oorrect answer really make these considerations 

when arriving at the answer. They obviously make the assumptions 

but not oonsoiously and they are unaware that they are doing so. 

Since a sample of ten screws really consists of the 

repeated trial (10 times) of choosing a screw at random and also 

since the probabilities are independent we are led to suppose that 
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the Binomial model with n - 10 and p • 1/3 is to be used to obtain 

the probabilit7' 

Therefore Pr (1 or fewer new screws) - Pr (0 new screws) 

+ Pr (1 new screw) 

• 0-104 

The examinee would therefore need to be aware of when 

to app17 the Binomial model, how to app17 the Binomial model 

and also how to use the addition rule of probabilit7. The 

emphasis here is statistical rather than mathematical, but then 

again it could be arglled this is one of those situationSin which 

we are in such a great hurry' to get to tne mathematical model 

that underlies the statistics, that we have made more assumptions 

than we ought. In other words we have a similar situation to 

questions in mechanics when we assume that we have weightless rods 

and the like. I am not sure that I would go along with this 

since I would regard these mathematical models as essential tools 

of the statistician and therefore part of statistics. In this 

problem I feel that the assumptions made were justified otherwise 

the problems would be unsolvable at this level. 

Anyway,to return to the solution of this question, it 

is now necessary to write the number of new screws per pack as 

proportions and then regard these proportions as values from the 

sampling distribution of proportions Af-wh~Ch liS a normal distribution 

with mean 1/3 and standard deviation l' '3 - J5j15 - 0.15 

. 10 
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Since the manager requires to know whether or not some 

of the screws have been stolen he needs to get some minimum number 

of screws per pack below such a level he would be pretty certain 

that his suspicions were correct. In other words we need a one 

tailed significance test. 

The above values of the mean and standard deviation 

are arrived at using the null I,ypothesis that the mean is 1/3 

i.e. that no stealing has taken place. The alternative 

hypothesis is that the mean proportion is less than 1/3 i.e. that 

stealing has been going on. 

Z= -1·bltS 

By considering the area under the standardised 

normal curve, it can be seen that due to random chance the 

probability of obtaining a proportion less than 1-645 standard 

deviations below the mean is 0·05 which is quite remote. Now the 

smallest number of screws per pack is 1 which is equivalent to 0·1 

as a proportion. Standardising this score we obtain 
7.= 0·1-0·3)1 _-1·5b 

0015 
In other words the lowest proportion lies in the acceptance region 

so we accept the null hypothesis. This means that we would reject 

the manager's suspicions_ 

From the answers given by the examining board, this 

was the intended approach. Personally, I think that it would have 
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been better to take the ten paCks together as one sample of 

100 screws. 24 of these screws are new and the question is then, 

are 24 screws out of 100 suspiciously loll' if the overall proportion 

of new screws is 1/3? As we are now dealing with a sample of 

100 screws (rather than 10'), the Normal assumption is quite 

acceptable. 

There is quite a bit of statistics in this problem and 

many VIth formers might find the solution difficult because they 

are not told which mathematical models they have to use. Therefore, 

it is not simply a question which involves .statistical mathematics 

but involves the student calling on his knowledge of statistics 

so as to decide which model he needs to use. At least someone 

has attempted to put the question into the context of a physical 

real world situation, even though it is contrived. 

One of my main criticisms of this problem is that the 

size of the samples is only equal to ten, yet we are taught from 

theory that the size of the s.amples should be large before the 

proportions become normally distributed. I would not regard 10 

I 

as being large! This might penalise some of the more able CA): 

level candidates who might suppose that strictly they should not use 

the Normal model. 

Overall though:, taking into consideration that the 

candidate only has about twenty minutes to answer a question and 

also a really worthwhile question would be beyond the skills 6f the 

candidate, this is not a bad attempt at setting a question which 

is statistical but at the same time contains some mathematics. 
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1975 Question 20 

A manufacturer wishes to estimate the proportion of cars fitted 

with radios in a. small town and the surrounding district. The 

following schemes for choosing a sample are suggested. State 
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the criteria you would use for assessing these schemes and discuss 

the relative merits of the schemes. Suggest improvements if &IY 

occur to you, and state the scheme you would prefer. 

(r) Choose at random 200 Dames from the telephone directory. 

Ring the corresponding numbers and ask about the cars belonging 

to the household. 

(ll) Take every n th name from the electoral register, choosing 

n so that the total sample size is 200. 

Visit the homes of the people chosen and ask about the household's 

cars. 

(m) stop cars as they enter the High Street on a weekday 

morning and check whether or not they have radios. Inspect 200 

Solution: The solution to this particular question was discussed 

in some detail at a meeting between the ';A:- level examiners and a 

number of teachers who are responsible for teaching the statistics 

section of the A50 paper. The meeting was held at Oxford on 

Friday, 12th September 1975 and the following solution is the one 

the examiners used in that marking scheme. 

r was told that this question was to test if candidates 

could apply the principles of sampling to realistic cases. 

The following criteria for assessing the scheme were 

expected: 
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(a) laCk of bias (Is the population sampled identical with the 

target population? Is the sample a random one?) 

(b) practicality of the method. 

The following comments on relative merit were expected: 

(i) Cars owned by telephone subscribers rather than cars as a 

whole are being sampled. (There is good reaSOn to think that 

this sample m~ differ from the general population). Even among 

telephone subscribers, those who are out a lot are likely 

to be missed, and hence their cars have less chance of 

inclusion. The scheme is cheap and easy to carry out. 

(ii) Most n&r owners are likely to be on the electoral register. 

A car owned by a couple has twice the chance of being chosen 

as one owned by a single person. The scheme is expensive 

of time and money because of the visits and the large number 

of electors who do not have cars. 

(Hi) Cars likely to be on the High Street on a week~ morning 

form only a part of the whole population and some cars, 

e.g., of those who shop in the morning, are more likely 

than others. The method is relatively easy and cheap, 

if allowed by the police. 

Candidates were then expected to choose a scheme, with possible 

modification, and s~ why they chose it. 

the best. 

No method is obviously 

This question seems to have no mathematics in it at all. 

There is certainly no quantl.t<i;"reelement in this question. In fact 

when I included this question in a trial .' A" level examination some 
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tillle ago, I found that all of the solutions were in the form 

of formal essays rather than a series of points. The question 

was very badly answered and if I had not known better I would have 

believed that I was marking answers to a question from a sociology 

examination. For instance, most of the candidates who answered 

this_question were obsessed with all telephone subscribers being 

middle class and therefore not a representative sample. All very 

true, telephone subscribers are probably not representative but a 

sociological analysis was not required. 

Having had a mathematical training myself I found it 

difficult, before attending the meeting with the examiners, to 

write down a solution. This is because the emphasis of this 

question is perhaps too statistical and the mathematical models 

that underlie the statistical theory are too implicit rather than 

being explicit • Since this quest.ion was part of the statistics 

. section of a mathematics paper I feel that it was not a fair question 

to set. Both teachers and· pupils need eXperience of dealing with 

sampling techniques before being able to cope with answering a 

question with such statistical emphasis. 

I think that it would have been better to set a question 

on sampling theory which at least allowed the candidates to relate 

their answer to some mathematical model, perhaps even a question 

which allowed them to use random numbers to det.ect a sample or even 

a simulation problem. We cannot expect mathematics teachers or 

mathematics students to cope with questions in statistics which 

involve little mathematics, but on the other hand they should be 

expected to know enough statistics to cope with statistical problems 



which require mathematical models to help solve them.· This 

question was not such a situation. There needs to be some sort 

of compromise of the sort of question that can be set on the 

statistics section of mathematics paper. 
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Two criteria must be satisfied: The questions should 

be statistical in nature and also the problem should involve the use 

of some sort of mathematic~ model as part of the solution. The 

matheJlU!.tics should naturally arise from the practical context of the 

problem. Any numerical solution such as a coefficient of correlati~ 

for instance, should then be interpreted with respect to the statistica 

problem. 

The three questions fell into three categories: 

question 14 was totally mathematical since only a knowledge of 

pure-mathematics techniques was required to solve the problem. 

Question 15 involved both subjects since both a knowledge of 

statistics and the use of mathematical models was wanted. This is 

the type of question which I feel should be on a statistics paper 

of a mathematics examination since the numerical solution (i.e. the 

z score) requires a statistical decision to be made by the candidate. 

The last question I considered· (that was number 20)required no 

mathematical analysis and· could be best answered by someone who had 

experience of actually carrying out a survey, thoUgh a reasonable 

solution could be made by using common sense. Not the best question 

to set on a mathematics paper. 

I do not believe, as D.F. Xerridge (1976) obviously does, 

that, to quote him, "mathematics is a menace" to statistics. There 
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are obviously some parts of statistics which do require the use of 

mathematical models. This is, I feel where the two subjects are 

like tWo overlapping sets,and I believe that the syllabus and 

examination on statistics sections of ~;A" level mathematics should 

be set with this overlap in mind. By design, it should be a 

syllabus in mathematical statistics and not in statistical mathematics 

(like question 14) nor should it be a syllabus just on statistics 

'(as is typified by question 20). 

Some questions are very obviously one thing (mathematics) 

and some questions the other (statistics). It seems pointless 

to try to distinguish whether some questions set at;A, level QI'e 

mathematics or statistics, because very often the question is both. 

~ch of statistics is a branch of applied mathematics and therefore 

we'have a right, indeed a duty, to include certain aspects of 

statistics on the 'A', level mathematics syllabUS. By emphasis 

much of this is very mathematical and is best taught by statisticallY 

inclined mathematicians. There are many aspects of statistics 

which have no relevance at all to a mathematics syllabus, e.g. 

questionaires, and these are best left to be taught by the 

statistician. 

On our I'A, i level courses in mathematics we are not trying 

to prepare people to become statisticians, most of us do not have 

the competence. We are simply trying to show the pupils that 

mathematics is not just a subject in its own right, but is a useful 

tool as well; it is our duty as teachers to teach this aspect of our 

subject. I therefore do not agree with many statisticians who 

claim that we are poaching from their subject and have no right to 
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teach any statistics. This is because it is not al~s a 

u " " ?~ question of is it statistics?or is it mathematios.beoause much 

of it is both at the same time. Any dividing line would be 

artifioial. A mathematics examination should test uses as 

well as Pure -manipulative skills. 
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CHAPrER 6· 

Project Work in Statistics at A: Level. 

One of the more recent innovations in statistics on A,- level 

mathematics syllabuses has been the introduction of project work. 

Two notcal6/f· examples of this new trend are the A' level sta~istics 

paper set by the Joint Matriculation Board as from June 1916 and the 

A~ level Pare Mathematics with Statistics set by the University of 

London Board which was first examined in June 1911. 

For the examination set by J .M.B., "candidates will be 

re~uired to submit a personal stu~ of statistical (or probabilistic) 

methods applied to one specific area of practical en~uir,r. The 

length should not be more than 15 pages excluding the presentation 

of raw data. Projects will be assessed by the candidates' teacher 

and submitted to the Board together with the teacher's assessment 

report for use in moderating the centre's assessments". 

The project is considered to be a vital part of the syllabus 

giving each candidate a chance to gain experience of an in-depth 

stu~ of statistical methods applied over a substantial period·to 

a particular area of practical en~uiry. A single topic is chosen 

by the candidate, in consultation with the teacher, for the project. 

The Board issues the warning to keep the project feasible 

in terms of: 

"(i) access to relevant data of an appropriate scale 

(sufficient to provide useful information whilst 

remaining manageable within the time scale of the 

project). 



(ll) the candidate's experience: the required methods 

of probability modelling, of data pres.entation , 

summary and analysis, and of valid interpretation, 

need to be lart;ely within the syllabus (although 

relevant extra syllabus.topics at a reasonsble 

level are not excluded). 
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(ill) the time available within the work programme for the 

design and exeoution of the work and for the preparation 

of a project report (bearing in mind that 15% of the 

marks will be allocated to the project work)" 

It is expected that the candidatils will spend about 40 hours 

on the project work, during their second year of study, although this 

time is not rigid since it will depend on the nature of the project 

topio chosen. The project is concluded with a report, by the 

candidate, and this report should include the aims of the project, 

probability models used, interpretation of results, details of data, 

representation of data, statistical methods used and conclusions 

drawn from the work. 

The teacher has quite a role to play, he helps the candidate 

choose the topic, acts as a consultant throughout the time that the 

project is being undertaken and then assesses the project. The 

Board sets out the following four qualities to be assessed: 

"A. Ability to select an appropriate probabil1ty model 

and set of statistical techniques for the investigation 

gf the topic of the project and to design a plan of 

procedure. 



B. Ability to carry out a practical investigation in 

accordance with a plan of procedure. 
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C. Ability to present the results of practical investigations 

in a valid and informative manner. 

D. Ability to draw conclusions from practical experience 

and evidence." 

On actual choice of the topic. the Board says they' "may arise 

from any area of activity as experienced in the olassroom, at home, 

in leisure activity, in society or from general reading. Data may 

refer for example,to experiments in E.S.P., surveys of pupil's attitudes 

to oontroversial isSUBS or behavioural oharaoteristios; local oommunity 

matters (shopping, politioal views, the new by-pass, eto. ~ population 

statistics of a demographic nature, experimental results on problems 

in Physics, Chemistry, Biology', eoonomio indioators, road traffic flow, 

measurements on manufaotural produots; results 0:1: examinations or 

tests of various types, simulation of praotioal situations. 

As a single specifio example on the last-mentioned item, 

a candidate may deoideto investigate the advantages of the intro

duction of an appointments system by the local doctor for his evening 

surgery, by'simulating the oondition of the surgery a few times both 

with, and without, an appointment system. Assumptions about arrival 

pattern of patients, and consultatiolL:time, will need to be backed up 

by observations of the real-life situation." 

The project work required for the University of London's 

A' level in Pure Mathematics with Statistics requires, perhaps, a less 
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in-depth approach than that needed for J.M.B's A· level. Also, 

the projeot woxk is not maiked by the examiner nor the teacher but 

oandidates take their projeots into the examination and are expeoted 

to refer to them in their answers. It is oonsidered that doing 

projeot work is an essential part of a study of statistios,though. 

It is expeoted that a oandidate will oarry out three 

projeots relating respeotively to three areas, sampling, chanoe 

variations (this inoludes tests of hypothesis) and experimentation. 

This Board list four parts that they would expeot each 

completed projeot to consist ofl 

(i) Statement of Aims - preoise,and of about fifty 

words. 

(ii) Data oolleoted by the oandidate, with notes 

of difficulties and preoautions, and other relevant 

information. 

(iii) Analysis of the data. 

(iv) Conolusions and Observations - usually about 

200 words in length. 

The syllabus also gives a list of suggested projeots of 

which I reproduce a seleotion. 

Sampling. 

Weather in holiday resorts. 

Favourite winning horse raoes. 



Shoe and collar sizes. 

Colour of cars. 

Chance Variation. 

Journey times. 

Length of grasses. 

Votes in General Election. 

Differences in authorship 

Experimentation. 

Heights and weights 

Effect of temperature on cress seeds 

Income and expenditure amongst pupils 

Does extra sensory perGeption exist? 

AB already stated the candidates will be required 

to bring their completed projects to the examination room. They 

are allowed to quote, if necessary, trom their projects in answering 

the appropriate questions of Paper 2, which as the specimen paper 

indicates, ar~ designed so that they can be satisfactorily answered 

only by a candidate who has properly carried out the projects with 

a due realisation of the practical difficulties inherent in any 

statistical investigation. 
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The following question is taken trom Paper II of a 

specimen paper issued by the University of London Board in Sept.1974: 
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Describe brieflT how you made use of the normal distribution 

in one of your projects and give reasons for any assumptions that it 

was necessary to make. 

A port authority has a large labour force with distribution 

of I, Q. which has mean I Q of 103 and standard deviation of 12. If 

100 employees are selected at random, estimate how many would be 

suitable for a job requiring an I Q between 100 and 110. 

It can be seen that the first part of the question 

explicitly requires an answer involving the candidates first hand 

experience of dealing with an experiment in which the normal distri-

bution was made use of. It is somewhat unfortuate if the candidate 

has not made use of the normal distribution in his projects of Cllurse. 

This is perhaps ,unl!kelT though considering how many times the normal 

distribution crops up in the sorts of situation that an A· level 

candidate will draw his projects from. The second part of the 

question is more typical of the questions set at A·' level and really 

only requires theoretical considerations, not least of all making 

the assumption that I Q approximates to a normal distribution. 

The one major ,agreement that both Boards have,is concerning 

the philosophy of why project work is important to students studying 

statistics at A· level. Both feel that project work is a neces~ary 

component because statistics is basically an experimental subject. 

It seems that they also have common objectives in that they both 

see the role of the practical work is to reinforce the theoretical 

work, in other words it gives the theory some sort of meaning. Also 
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the praotioal work is meant to give to students some sort or 

intuitive reel ror the subjeot. 

The Boards difrer in respeot to assessment, one gives a 

possible 15% or the marks to the projeot .whereas the other does not 

assess the projeot, but requires it to be used in Paper 2 or their 

examination. Assessing projeot ;work has all the usual arguments 

against it, ror instanoe, the teaoher oould be responsible ror doing 
, 

a lot or the oandidates work ror him. Also there is the problem 

or the halo erfeot and standardisation of results. Here we have fhQ 

added problem or whether all teaohers or mathematios are in raot 

suitably qualified to mark a praotio81 statistios projeot. 

The University or London's regulations get over this to 

some extent by n,ot attempting to assess the praotioal work. In 

some w~s this seems to be somewhat or a oontradiotion to what the 

purpose or an examination is, but it is hoped by the Board that their 

examination questions are so geared as to make the oarrying out or 

a projeot absolutely neoessar,r. I just wonder if the oandidates 

themselves reel as much or an inoentive to oarry out a projeot under 

this system than ir they were aotually given marks ror their praotioal 

work. I admire the thinking and trust in the University or London's 

philosphy but muoh will depend on the enthusiasm or the teaoher. For 

all its difriculties I think that all projeot work should be assessed, 

but I also think that J.Y.B. should rollow London's example and allow 

the students to take their projeots into the examination with them. 

I reel that it is right to assess the projeot work sinoe it is inoentive 

to do well. Most students, if asked, would probably wish ror their 



work to be marked on the grounds that if they have put a lot of 

effort into it, then they want to know what it is worth. A mark 

isa convenient yardstick and acts as a suitable re~ard for those 

who have done well. 

The Boards also differ in the emphasis that they place 

on the depth they feel the candidates should go. J .M.B. require' 

a single projeot which will obviously go deeper and cover more 

qualities than the three projects required by the Univeristy of 

London's syllabus. Perhaps this difference is understandable 
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though because the J .M.B. 's syllabus is a s~e subjeot in statistics, 

and therefore the candidates should have longer time to spend on 

practical work!than those candidates who only are taking statistics 

as half a subject. Also you would expect students who are taking 

statistics as, a single subject to have' a deeper understanding of 

the subject than VIth formers who are taking the Pure Mathematics 

with Statistics examjnation. 

As yet, practical projects are new at A' level and only 

a few A" level candidates who take statistics will be involved. It 

is to be hoped that even if a practical project is not a requirement 

of the syllabus, more and more teachers of mathematics will still 

include some practical work in their courses. Of the arguments 

levelled against including 8J:r3 practical work in an A" level course, 

lack of time is perhaps the greatest. Whatever the arguments 

though, one cannot ignore the benefits of including such work. First 

ideas of histograms, their gradual build-up and a heuristic idea of 

the shape of the underlying probability distributions can be obtained 

from at least a hundred or more observations of some simple experiment. 
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Also, personal participation in obtaing observations brings to the 

statistical analysis the zest of discovery. Therefore, hopefully 

all teachers of A· level statistics will attempt to include some 

practical work in their courses in the future. 

some ideas of practical work in the appendix. 

I have included 

Project work forces a student to (1) think about the 

appropriateness of a certain mathematical model in a particular 

Situation, and (2) to interpret the results of a statistical analysis 

in terms of the real world question "that he is trying to answer. 

These aspects of statistics are not reflected in most examination 

questions, so the introduction of project woxk suggests that a 

greater emphasis is now being placed on model choice and interp-

retation of results. This" indicates a swing aw~ from a purely 

mathematically manipulative type of examination in statistics towards 

one which tests other aspects of statistics. Perhaps, it will not 

be long before the "majority of Boards.will follow suit and also set 

some form of project work in an attempt to create examinations in 

applied statistics as opposed to applied mathematics. 
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CHAPrER 7 

Conolusion 

How oan thill&s be iJnproved? Perhaps" the greatest 
" 

difficulty arises from statistics still being a relatively new subjeot 
, 

in schools. There must be todq, a gradually inoreaSing number of 

new graduates going into sohool teaohingr who have had University 

courses in statistios. For some, thOllgh, these will have been 

mainly theoretioal and conoerned with statistioal mathematics beoause 

the oourse is part of a mathematios degree, or a joint degree in 

mathematios and statistios. For others their oourse ha.', been 

of a more applied oharacter assooiated with other disoiplines. 

At s?hool level in the VIth form, the statistics that is 

taught· ... tends to emphasise the mathematioal side of the subjeot and 

forms part of the mathematios syllabus. Beoause the subjeot, 

at sohool level, has developed within the context of the mathematios 

syllabus, this has meant .' examinations are set by mathematioians 

and the subjeot taught by mathematicians. Also, the, questioll$in 

examinations whioh involve some sort of mathematioally manipulative 

prooedure are far easier to set and mark than questions whioh require 

some sort of interpretive analysis. Perhaps as more graduates who 

have received statistios oourses of an applied nature take jobs as 

teaohers in schools this situation ~ start to change • 

. 
;l'rofessorD.J. Finney makes the point "Statistios is 

no more a branch of mathematics than is engineering: it is a discipline 

in its own right, ultiJnately ooncerned with the oolleotion and inter

pretation of data rather than with mathematioal relationships. 11 (1917) 
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To a point I agree with him, but there is a large grey area in which 

it is not possible to distinguish whether the context is mathematics 

or statistics. It is as if we have two intersecting sets, the 

sets being mathematics and statistics. I do not feel that at school 

level we have the time or facility to cope with statistics as a subject 

in its own right. For a start, we do not have the required number 

of suitably qualified teachers,and only a very large comprehensive 

school could support a fully qualified statistics teacher. Also, 

most students do not have the motivation nor the maturity at VIth 

form level to be able to cope with a statistics course in its owm 

right. I think that such a course is best left until .:iru.versity 

level. At school level then, I think that we should confine our-

selves to the area which is both mathematics and statistics. It is 

our job as mathematics teachers not just' to teach mathematics as a 

subject in its own right, but also to teach mathematics as an applied 

subject. . This is why it is extremely desirable to teach some aspects 

of statistics. On the other hand, the statistics that we do teach 

in k level mathematics must bear some resemblance to statistics and 

should not just be an exercise. in statistical mathematics. Very often,-, 

in practice,though, it is extremely difficult to separate the.mathe-

matical and non-mathematical aspects of statistics. For example, 

to test some particular hypothesis we first have to collect some sort 

of data and this ~ well involve the use of a survey. At present 

though, this sort of statistical content is neglected by the majority 

of AI level mathematics syllabuses. What we must try to do is set 

examinations which test:- these aspects of statistics because it is not 

possible to fully appreciate the purpose of the mathematics without 
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doing so. It should always be remembered, though, that the statistics 

sections form part of the mathematics syllabuses and therefore should 

remain as a test of applied mathematics and not applied statistics. 

In other words, we must not swing too much the other way. 

At present, 'the balance between the interpretive and manip

ulative aspects of the subjeot is not right. The trend is now starting 

to change however, with the recent inclusion of project work on two 

of the statistics syllabuses. It is to be hoped that this trend will 

continue and that more examination boards will include some sort of 

project work on their respective syllabuses. This would at least 

give A, level students the chance to learn a bit more about the non

mathematical side of statistics which would help them to understand,and 

give them insight into,the mathematical aspects of the subject. The 

time factor is one great difficulty if project work is included ana,to 

allow for this, I feel that it would be possible, and indeed desirable, 

to cut down on some of the content that exist') on tl).e syllabuses at 

the moment. For instance, it is possible to give students an idea 

of what a test of hypothesis is without having to teach him four or 

five different types. Surely, just the inclusion of one of two 

types of test of hypothesis would be sufficient to impart the necessary 

concepts. Therefore, I would recommend a complete rationalisation 

of the content of the statistics syllabuses and to compensate for this 

include some sort of projeot work. 

I would like to see the statistics section contain questions 

which test~ both the manipulative and interpretive aspects of the 

subject. Also,' in much the same style as the <lniversity of 
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London's Pure Mathematics with Statistics examination, I would like 

the questions to relate in some way to the work carried out by students 

in their project work. For example, part of a question might require 

the candidate. to explain what sorts of data approximate to certain kinds 

of probability distributions or under what circumstances they have had 

to make use of mathematical models in their projects. This sort 

of approach, I feel, would at least give the students a much better 

idea of what applied mathematics is all about and is not just a dis

guised set of pure-mathematics problems. 

Apart from changes in the sy~labuses, it is necessary that we 

have enough teachers cabable of teaching statistics in the Vlth form. 

For obvious reasons this job is going to be left to teachers of mathe

matics to do.' :(t;:f;s' to"'be liOpeti that colleges of education and 

Mniversity departments of education will include courses in the teaching 

of statistics in the initial training of teachers. Also it is highly 

desirable that the Department of Education and SCience will sponsor the 

setting up of far more in-service courses in statistics for teachers. 

Not just three or four day courses but full-time courses which last a 

term or alternatively one day a week for a year. A fairly long 

course is required because there is much for the teacher to learn and 

assimilate, especially if he is unfamiliar with statistical concepts 

and techniques •. 

Help for the teacher could also be provided by' setting up an 

on ~ g6!ngproject on statistics in the VIth form. This could be 

similar in structure to the Schools Council Project on Statistical 

Education (p 0 S E) which deals with statistics in schools for 
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pupils up to the age of 16 years. I would hope that such a project 

would be ~versity backed but would be run by suitably experienced 

school-teachers in conjunction with university lecturers in statistics. 
ca 

Such a project could provide suitable work-sheets withAview to creating 

a text-book after receiving feed-back on how the work sheets went down 

in the classroom. Perhaps, even a problem clinic for teachers could 

be Bet up by the project as well. What I think would be unsatis-

factory, \ is if a special examination was set in the same wa;r that a 

special examination is set for the School Mathematics Project. I 

think that it is better that the project caters for existing syllabuses, 

taking into account the trend towards project work. 

Finally, I feel that it is time that we had a report from a 

committee set up by the Royal Statistical Society, or by the Mathematical 

Association,for instance. It is'nearly a decade since the R.S.S. 

last published their report on the Teaching of Statistics in SchoolS. 

Things have changed since then and this time I would like to see the 

report specifically on A level statistics. It would be best that 

the committee was not just made up of professional statisticians, but 

school teachers of mathematics and even teachers of user subjects such 

as biology and economics. This wa;r a more balanced and realistic 

set of recommendations would be made. Of course, if such a committee 

was set up, it is to be hopai that the examination boards will take notice. 

Therefore, it is to be hoped that over the next few years;. 

statistics, which is still a relatively new subject at school level, will 

become firmly established and accepted as a meaningful branch of applied 

mathematics at A:' level. 
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APPENDIX 

Practical Experiments in Statistics A Few Suggestions. 

1. Coin-tossing. There are numerous possibilities here, apart 

from the obvious one,.; of demonstrating how the relative' frequen0Y' 

of heads tends to stabilise to i. 
Fbr example, divide the tosses up into groups of, say 10, 

generating observations from a Binomial distribution. Record 

the length of the gaps between successive heads - geometrio 

distribution.' Aa a variant, try tossing a drawing pin. 

2. Traffio observation. Under suitable conditions, data 

confQrming approximatelY' to the Poisson distribution (number 

of vehioles per minute) and exponential distribution (intervals 

between vehioles) can be obtained. In addition, if the type 

(oar, bus, commercial vehiole, eto.) of vehicle is recorded data 

suitable for fitting Binomial or. geometrio distributions can be 

obtained. See Scott (1976). 

Draw a grid on the bottom of a box. Shake some very small 

seeds (e.g. carrot seeds) in the box and oount the numbers that 

fall in each grid square (Poisson distribution). See Soott (1976). 

4. Throw darts at a dart-bOard, aiming at the centre. Reoord the 

x and Y' co-ordinates of the points of impact. Are these NormallY' 

distributed? Independent? Are the variances the same? 

5. Students are presented with straight lines and asked to bisect 

them bY' eY'e. 

recorded. 

SubsequentlY' the errors are measured and 

Fbr a particular student and length of line, 
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these should be approximate17 Normally distributed. ~estions 

which might be investigated inolude the following. Is there 

any evidence of bias and, if so, is there a conneotion with the 

right or left handedness of the students? Does the variance 

differ from one student to another? How does the length of the 

line affeot the variance? 

6. Pebble sampling experiment. Random and judgement sampling 

methods are compared for estimating the mean weight of a set of 

pebbles. 

1. Word length oomparisons. 

To examine whether the length of words used differs 

from one author to another, or with time, or acoording to subjeot 

matter (various statistical aspeots of literary style have been 

studied~ in the hope of finding some whioh discriminate' .J between 

authors). 

Equipment. Choose two authors of similar date and two 

works by each. 

Data. From eaoh work take samples of at least 250 words. 

Count the number:.'of letters in each word. Samples should 

represent the whole text but need not be completely random. Rules 

need to be decided on how to. deal with abbreviations, hyphenated 

words eto. 

Analysis. Summarize the four sets of data by suitable tables and/or 

histograms and by finding the mean and varianoe of word length 

in eaoh set. 

Compare in a large sample test, the mean word length 

in the two works by the same author and also compare the two authors. 

See Scott. 

r, 
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